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Abstract

Human decision-makers frequently override the recommendations generated by predic-
tive algorithms, but it is unclear whether these discretionary overrides add valuable pri-
vate information or reintroduce human biases and mistakes. We develop new quasi-
experimental tools to measure the impact of human discretion over an algorithm, even
when the outcome of interest is only selectively observed, in the context of bail deci-
sions. We find that 90% of the judges in our setting underperform the algorithm when
they make a discretionary override, with most making override decisions that are no bet-
ter than random. Yet the remaining 10% of judges outperform the algorithm in terms of
both accuracy and fairness when they make a discretionary override. We provide sugges-
tive evidence on the behavior underlying these differences in judge performance, show-
ing that the high-performing judges are more likely to use relevant private information
and are less likely to overreact to highly salient events compared to the low-performing
judges.
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I Introduction

Human decisions are often mistaken, noisy, and biased (e.g., Tversky and Kahneman 1974; Mullainathan

2002; Bordalo, Gennaioli, and Shleifer 2012; Kahneman, Sibony, and Sunstein 2021). These seemingly

intractable problems have contributed to the rapid adoption of predictive algorithms in a range of high-stakes

settings, from job screening to medical diagnoses to pretrial release decisions. Yet these same settings still

require that a human oversees the algorithm and makes the final decision. The hope is that by retaining

human oversight, the human decision-maker can add valuable private information and correct inaccurate

algorithmic predictions. However, allowing for human discretion can also reintroduce the same human

biases and mistakes that helped drive the development and introduction of the algorithms in the first place.

Distinguishing between these possibilities and measuring the impact of human discretion over an algorithm

remains difficult, complicating efforts to develop optimal oversight policies.

This paper develops new quasi-experimental tools to measure the impact of human discretion over

an algorithm on the accuracy of decisions. We develop these tools in the context of bail decisions, where

judges are directed to allow most defendants to be released before trial while minimizing the risk of pretrial

misconduct (such as failing to appear in court or being arrested for a new crime). By law, bail judges can

only consider case and defendant characteristics if that information is relevant to a defendant’s risk of pretrial

misconduct. Judges are explicitly told that pretrial release decisions cannot be based on other objectives,

such as a person’s decision not to admit culpability. To help guide these decisions, judges are often given

an algorithmic risk assessment that predicts likelihood of misconduct and recommends whether to release

or detain the defendant. They frequently override these algorithmic recommendations, however, despite

influential work showing that such algorithms can substantially outperform a bail judge working alone (e.g.,

Kleinberg et al. 2018). The key open question is whether allowing for such human discretion can yield more

accurate decisions such that a human and an algorithm working together can be better than an algorithm

working alone.

We measure the impact of human discretion over an algorithm in our setting by comparing each judge’s

observed pretrial misconduct rate to the counterfactual misconduct rate under the algorithm at the same

release rate, thereby avoiding the challenges associated with jointly identifying variation in performance

and preferences (e.g., Chan, Gentzkow, and Yu 2022). The intuition for our approach is simple: a judge

who only overrides the algorithmic recommendation because she prefers a different release rate will have

the same misconduct rate as the algorithm, after holding the release rate fixed. But a judge who overrides

the algorithm because she disagrees with the algorithm’s misconduct predictions will have a lower (higher)

misconduct rate if she is more (less) skilled at predicting misconduct than the algorithm, again after holding

the release rate fixed. We can therefore say that human discretion leads to more (less) accurate decisions on

average if the judges can, on average, achieve a lower (higher) pretrial misconduct rate than the algorithm

alone, at the judges’ existing release rates.

Estimating the impact of human discretion over an algorithm in this way is complicated by an important

selection challenge. We only observe pretrial misconduct among the selected subset of defendants who the

judges choose to release before trial. We therefore cannot directly measure the counterfactual misconduct

rate under the algorithm at the judges’ existing release rates, as we are missing the required misconduct
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outcomes among the defendants who the algorithm would have released but the judges chose to detain. This

selection challenge can be understood as a kind of missing data problem that economists and statisticians

have developed methods to overcome in a variety of contexts.

In the first part of the paper we overcome this selection challenge and measure the impact of human

discretion over an algorithm by using quasi-experimental tools that leverage the quasi-random assignment

of decision-makers (such as bail judges) to individuals (such as defendants). Our approach can be illustrated

in two steps. First, we estimate the average misconduct potential of defendants with risk scores at or below

the relevant risk score cutoff to solve the selection problem at a given release rate. We estimate the required

average misconduct parameter by extrapolating observed misconduct rates across quasi-randomly assigned

judges, building on the methods developed in Arnold, Dobbie, and Hull (2022). Second, we compare each

judge to the algorithmic counterfactual at their existing release rate by repeating these extrapolations for

a wide range of risk score cutoffs that span all judges’ existing release rates. Our approach only requires

that the judges’ objectives are well specified and the average misconduct parameters can be accurately

extrapolated from the data—assumptions that we provide support for throughout the paper.

The second part of the paper uses our quasi-experimental approach to measure the impact of human

discretion over an algorithm in a large, mid-Atlantic city that was one of the first places in the country

to introduce a pretrial risk assessment. The judges in our setting respond to the algorithmic recommen-

dations, with release rates sharply falling when the algorithmic recommendation discontinuously changes

from release to detain. But they also frequently override these recommendations for both observably low-

and high-risk defendants, indicating substantial disagreement with the algorithm’s risk score predictions.

We also observe considerable variation in the judges’ misconduct rates at the same release rate, indicating

important differences in their performance and predictive skill. The combination of a long-standing risk

assessment algorithm, frequent overrides for both observably low- and high-risk defendants, and variation

in judge performance and predictive skill makes this an ideal setting to study the impact of human discretion

over an algorithm.

We find that the judges in our setting underperform the algorithm when they make discretionary over-

rides, increasing pretrial misconduct by an average of 2.4 percentage points at the judges’ existing release

rates (a 15% increase from the mean). This finding indicates that the typical judge in our setting is less

skilled at predicting misconduct than the algorithm and that we could substantially decrease misconduct

rates by automating release decisions. But this average impact masks substantial variation in the judges’

performance compared to the algorithm. The negative average impact of human discretion is explained by

the 90% of judges who underperform the algorithm when they make a discretionary override. In fact, nearly

70% of the judges make override decisions that are no better than random—that is, they could achieve a

lower pretrial misconduct rate by flipping a coin or using a random number generator. Yet we also find

that 10% of the judges outperform the algorithm when they make a discretionary override, suggesting that a

human and algorithm working together can potentially outperform automated release decisions. These high-

skill judges are evenly distributed across the range of release rates and have similar demographics, political

affiliations, and years of experience as the low-skill judges, despite the large differences in performance.

The one notable difference is that the high-skill judges are much less likely to have previously worked in
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law enforcement compared to the low-skill judges.

We consider several extensions to our main results. One particularly important concern in our setting

is that the judges may care about both racial fairness and accuracy, and the judges we identify as low-skill

are simply putting more emphasis on racial fairness than the other judges. Yet the opposite pattern emerges

in our data. The low-skill judges underperform the algorithm with respect to both accuracy and racial

fairness, increasing the release disparity between white and non-white defendants with the same misconduct

potential. Conversely, the high-skill judges generally outperform the algorithm in terms of both accuracy

and racial fairness, decreasing (but not eliminating) the disparity between white and non-white defendants

with the same misconduct potential. The distribution of judge performance is also very similar for different

definitions of pretrial misconduct and across different defendant race, age, education, and charge severity

subgroups, suggesting that our results are unlikely to be explained by the low- and high-skill judges having

different objective functions more generally. We also confirm the robustness of our results to different

extrapolations of misconduct risk, classifications of pretrial release, and algorithmic comparisons.

The final part of the paper provides more suggestive evidence on the behavior underlying the differences

in judge performance and predictive skill. We start by showing that the high- and low-skill judges use the

observable information that is available to both the judges and the algorithm in a remarkably similar way.

The two sets of judges override the algorithm at similar rates, at similar parts of the risk score distribution,

and for observably similar defendants. These findings suggest that the differences in judge performance

are not driven by the use of such observable information but rather by the use of private information that

is not available to the algorithm. Two sets of results more directly support this explanation. First, the

high-skill judges meaningfully outperform a new algorithm that predicts their release decisions using the

observable information that is available to both them and the original algorithm, suggesting they are using

relevant private information to improve the accuracy of their decisions. In contrast, the low-skill judges

meaningfully underperform the new algorithm, suggesting they are instead adding noise and inconsistency

to their decisions when they attempt to use such private information.

Second, the high-skill judges largely ignore highly salient but mostly uninformative events like having

recently heard a case where a different and completely unrelated defendant is arrested for a serious violent

offense while on pretrial release. In contrast, the low-skill judges are much more likely to detain observ-

ably low-risk defendants after such an uninformative event. This is likely an overreaction to noise by the

low-skill judges as there are no detectable changes in conditional misconduct rates and the effects are con-

centrated among defendants who are particularly representative of those arrested for serious violent crimes

(Kahneman and Tversky, 1972; Bordalo et al., 2016) and with observable characteristics that are particu-

larly overweighted by judges (Bordalo, Gennaioli, and Shleifer, 2015; Sunstein, 2022). Taken together, our

findings therefore suggest that the high-skill judges are better at incorporating valuable private information

and filtering out the noise than the low-skill judges.1

Our findings are an important proof of concept that the most skilled human decision-makers can still

1These findings are consistent with a body of work studying high-performing forecasters in a large, government-funded tourna-
ment (e.g., Tetlock and Gardner 2015). Mellers et al. (2015) find that high-performing forecasters have a greater ability to accurately
distinguish signals from noise compared to typical forecasters. More recent work by Satopää et al. (2021) shows that interventions
to improve forecasts in this setting work primarily by reducing noise versus increasing information or reducing bias.
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add value to the decision-making process. One insight from our work is that there will not necessarily

be a single correct human oversight policy since the impact of such policies depends on the predictive

abilities of the human decision-makers. The most skilled human decision-makers can significantly improve

the accuracy and fairness of decisions compared to an algorithm working alone, even though the majority

of human decision-makers may be better off strictly following the algorithmic recommendations. These

findings are consistent with recent work showing that strict guidelines can reduce welfare when there is

variation in human ability and that more nuanced policies are needed to improve decision-making in such

settings (e.g., Currie and MacLeod 2020; Rambachan 2021; Chan, Gentzkow, and Yu 2022). An important

question for future work is how to improve the predictive abilities of human decision-makers and, when that

is not possible, how to constrain the least skilled decision-makers.

Our paper complements an important literature showing that predictive algorithms theoretically out-

perform human decision-makers working alone (e.g., Berk 2017; Jung et al. 2017; Mullainathan and Ober-

meyer 2022). Kleinberg et al. (2018) is a seminal paper in this area, using the quasi-random assignment of

judges and bounding techniques to show that predictive algorithms can substantially outperform bail judges

working without an algorithm. Yet recent work shows that judges frequently override the recommendations

generated by such predictive algorithms in real-world settings (e.g., Stevenson 2018; Albright 2021; Steven-

son and Doleac 2021; Anwar, Bushway, and Engberg 2022). We connect these two streams of work by

developing new tools to measure the impact of such human discretion, showing that it is possible to iden-

tify counterfactual outcomes under the algorithm using the quasi-random assignment of decision-makers to

individuals. These tools are broadly applicable in settings where there is quasi-random variation in human

decision-makers and the objective of these decision-makers is both known and well measured among the

subset of individuals that the decision-maker endogenously selects for treatment.

Our paper also adds to a small but important literature studying the impact of human discretion over an

algorithm or evidence-based guidelines. Hoffman, Kahn, and Li (2018) find that hiring managers with high

override rates end up with worse overall hires, suggesting that discretion over an algorithm may decrease

the accuracy of decisions in this setting. Abaluck et al. (2020) similarly find that most departures from

the medical guidelines for atrial fibrillation patients are not justified by measurable treatment effect hetero-

geneity, with many physicians making decisions that are no better than random. Conversely, De-Arteaga,

Fogliato, and Chouldechova (2020) show that call workers on a child maltreatment hotline are more likely to

override incorrectly calculated algorithmic recommendations, and Finkelstein et al. (2021) find that physi-

cians and their close relatives are less likely to adhere to medication-related guidelines, perhaps because

of greater expertise or knowledge. However, these papers cannot quantify the impact of human discretion

on the accuracy of decisions, or the variation in performance compared to an algorithm or evidence-based

guidelines.

The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. Section II outlines the conceptual framework un-

derlying our analysis. Section III describes the setting and data. Section IV develops and implements our

quasi-experimental approach to estimating the impact of human discretion over an algorithm. Section V ex-

plores potential mechanisms, and Section VI concludes. The Online Appendix provides additional results.
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II Conceptual Framework

II.A Model Setup

We start by developing a general framework to study the impact of human discretion over an algorithm

on the accuracy of decisions. We consider a setting where a set of human decision-makers indexed by j

make binary decisions Di, j ∈ {0,1} across a population of individuals i who are differentiated by a latent

indicator variable Y ∗
i ∈ {0,1}. For each individual, there is a vector of characteristics available to both

the algorithm and the human decision-maker Xi ∈ X (“observable information”) and another vector of

characteristics that is not available to the algorithm but is available to the human decision-maker Vi, j ∈ V

(“private information”). We explain below that the observable information Xi and a partial subset of the

private information Vi, j are observable to the econometrician.

Each decision-maker’s goal is to align Di, j with Y ∗
i , which captures the legitimate justification for

setting Di, j = 1. In the context of bail decisions, which we focus on in the remainder of this section, Di, j = 1

indicates that judge j would release defendant i if assigned to her case (with Di, j = 0 otherwise), while Y ∗
i = 1

indicates that the defendant would subsequently fail to appear in court or be rearrested for a new crime if

released (with Y ∗
i = 0 otherwise). Each judge’s legal objective is to release individuals without misconduct

potential and detain individuals with misconduct potential, but judges may differ in their predictions of

which individuals fall into which category. We note that Di, j is defined as the potential decision of judge j

for defendant i, setting aside, for now, the judge decision rule that yields actual release decisions from these

latent variables.

We define an algorithm by a mapping a(·) : X → [0,1] of the observable information Xi. We simi-

larly define an algorithmic recommendation as a suggested decision based on this mapping, such as Di,s =

1[a(Xi)≤ s], where s is a threshold set by the algorithmic designer and represents the designer’s preference

for release. In our setting, a(Xi) is an algorithmic risk score that is meant to predict an individual’s mis-

conduct potential Y ∗
i given observable case and defendant characteristics Xi. Higher algorithmic risk scores

are associated with a higher predicted misconduct potential such that the algorithm recommends releasing

individuals with low-risk scores and detaining individuals with high-risk scores.

Each judge j observes the algorithmic risk score a(Xi), the algorithmic recommendation Di,s, the ob-

servable information Xi, and the private information Vi, j. The judge uses all of this information to form a

subjective prediction of misconduct potential, which we define as a mapping h j(·) : ā×D̄×X ×V → [0,1],

where ā = [0,1] and D̄ ∈ {0,1}. This mapping allows the judge to form a subjective misconduct prediction

for each individual, hi, j(a(Xi),Di,s,Xi,Vi, j). We include a(Xi), Di,s, and Xi as separate inputs to the sub-

jective misconduct prediction since the judge may not know the precise mapping from Xi to a(Xi) or may

be more or less attentive to a(Xi) and Di,s. We assume that each judge releases individuals in order of

her subjective prediction, implying that the judge’s decision rule can be represented by a threshold τ j with

Di, j = 1[hi, j(a(Xi),Di,s,Xi,Vi, j) ≤ τ j], where she releases defendants with low perceived misconduct po-

tential and detains defendants with high perceived misconduct potential. The release threshold τ j can be

interpreted as judge j’s preference for release under a simple model where the judge weighs the expected

perceived cost of pretrial misconduct relative to the perceived social benefit to release (e.g., Kleinberg et al.
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2018). This decision rule results in a judge-specific release rate R j =E[Di, j] and a judge-specific misconduct

rate among released defendants M j = E[Y ∗
i |Di, j = 1].

One important feature of our model is that we do not assume that the judge agrees with the algo-

rithm’s release threshold. The judge may therefore override the algorithmic recommendations (i.e., ∃ i s.t.

Di,s ̸= Di, j) either because she prefers a different release rate or because she disagrees with the algorithm’s

misconduct predictions and rankings for some or all individuals. This issue has complicated efforts to mea-

sure the relative skill of one human decision-maker compared to another human decision-maker, with recent

work using a combination of quasi-experimental variation and structural assumptions to overcome this iden-

tification challenge and to jointly identify predictive skill and preferences (Arnold, Dobbie, and Hull, 2022;

Chan, Gentzkow, and Yu, 2022).

We measure the impact of human discretion over an algorithm by comparing each judge’s observed

misconduct rate to the counterfactual misconduct rate under the algorithm at the same release rate, thereby

avoiding this identification challenge and isolating predictive skill at the judge’s observed release rate. To

build up to this measure, let the algorithmic release rule at judge j’s existing release rate be

Di,s( j) = 1[a(Xi)≤ s( j)], (1)

where s( j) is the risk score threshold that results in the same release rate as judge j. Formally, let s( j) =

F−1(G(τ j)), where G(·) is the cumulative distribution function of hi, j and F(·) is the cumulative distribution

function of a(Xi) such that R j = Rs( j).

The counterfactual misconduct rate of the algorithm at the judge’s existing release rate is then

Ms( j) = E[Y ∗
i |Di,s( j) = 1], (2)

where, by design, Ms( j) will only differ from judge j’s conditional misconduct rate M j if she disagrees with

the algorithm’s misconduct predictions and rankings for some or all individuals.2

The impact of human discretion over the algorithm can therefore be measured by comparing a judge’s

observed misconduct rate M j to the counterfactual misconduct rate of the algorithm at the judge’s existing

release Ms( j):

∆M j,s( j) = M j −Ms( j), (3)

where we say that judge j’s discretion leads to less accurate decisions on average when ∆M j,s( j) > 0, more

accurate decisions on average when ∆M j,s( j) < 0, and equally accurate decisions on average when ∆M j,s( j) =

0. The system-wide impact of human discretion over the algorithm is given by the case-weighted average of

∆M j,s( j) across all judges.

2We can show this by first applying a probability integral transform to the rankings of both the judge and the algorithm to form
random variables U j

i = F(hi, j) and Ua
i = G(a(Xi)) such that U j

i ∼ U [0,1] and Ua
i ∼ U [0,1]. We can then rewrite the judge’s

decision rule as Di, j = 1[U j
i ≤ ū j] and the algorithm’s decision rule at the same release rate as Di,s( j) = 1[Ua

i ≤ ū j], for some judge-
specific threshold ū j such that E[Di, j] = R j. The rewritten decision rules allow us to compare the judge’s conditional misconduct
rate E[Yi|U j

i ≤ ū j] and the algorithm’s conditional misconduct rate E[Yi|Ua
i ≤ ū j] using the same threshold ū j, as both Ua

i and U j
i

share the same distribution. Any differences in the two conditional misconduct rates will therefore only come from differences in
the two sets of rankings.
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There are two main reasons why the judge’s subjective ranking of individuals may differ from the

algorithm’s ranking such that ∆M j,s( j) ̸= 0. First, the judge may systematically over- or underweight the ob-

servable information that is available to both the judge and the algorithm Xi. For example, she may believe

that a defendant’s parole or probation status is a stronger predictor of misconduct potential than the algo-

rithm. The effect of such over- or underweighting on accuracy is theoretically ambiguous as many existing

pretrial algorithms (including the one we study) are deliberately simple and may only roughly approximate

E[Y ∗
i |Xi]. Second, she may use the private information that is not available to the algorithm, Vi, j. The effect

of such private information on accuracy is also theoretically ambiguous since this information may either be

a predictive or non-predictive signal of misconduct potential. An example of predictive private information

includes relevant mitigating information presented by defense counsel at the bail hearing like a defendant’s

strong ties to the local community, while examples of non-predictive private information include extraneous

factors like whether a local football team won or lost that week (Eren and Mocan, 2018) and specific features

of the defendant’s appearance (Ludwig and Mullainathan, 2022). In Section V we will provide suggestive

evidence on the most likely reasons that the judges’ subjective rankings differ from the algorithm’s ranking.

Our framework relies on the assumption that the judges’ objectives are well specified and, as a result,

that the judges release individuals in order of their subjective prediction of misconduct risk. We view

this assumption as reasonable in our setting as, by law, the judges are only permitted to consider the risk of

pretrial misconduct when making release decisions. The judges are explicitly told that their release decisions

cannot be based on other objectives and that they can only consider case and defendant characteristics if it is

relevant to the risk of pretrial misconduct. However, there are at least two potential ways that this assumption

could be violated in practice. First, the judges could care about certain types of pretrial misconduct like

being rearrested for a new crime more than other types of misconduct like failing to appear. This issue

could complicate the interpretation of our estimates if, for example, the judges we identify as low-skill

perform relatively well for the types of misconduct that they care most about. In such a scenario, these

judges may just have different preferences and not lower levels of predictive skill or performance. Second,

the judges could care about objectives that are not permitted under the law like releasing certain types of

defendants more than other types of defendants, even after accounting for the risk of misconduct. This issue

could also complicate the interpretation of our estimates if, for example, the judges we identify as low-skill

underperform the algorithm due to extra-legal objectives that the algorithm does not consider. In such a

scenario, we can still say that these judges underperform the algorithm based on their legal mandate but we

cannot necessarily say that the judges’ subjective rankings of individuals differ from the algorithm’s ranking.

In Section IV we will explore these possibilities and show that our results are unlikely to be explained by

the judges having different objective functions or preferences.3

3The single permissible objective of judges at the pretrial stage is in sharp contrast to later stages of the criminal justice system
such as sentencing, where judges are permitted to consider multiple objectives at the same time (e.g., Stevenson and Doleac 2021).
In these later stages of the criminal justice system, predictive algorithms are often based on just a subset of the objectives that judges
are permitted to consider, making it challenging to estimate the impact of human discretion in such settings. Similar issues arise in
other settings with multiple permissible objectives such as college admissions.
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II.B Graphical Intuition

Figure 1 illustrates the intuition for our approach using hypothetical variation in release and conditional

misconduct rates. The solid curved line represents the counterfactual misconduct rate of the algorithm at

each possible release rate, with the vertical line at Rs denoting the release preference of the algorithmic de-

signer at risk score threshold s. We also plot different hypothetical release rates and conditional misconduct

rates for a judge j to illustrate different scenarios that highlight the logic underlying our approach. Panel A

depicts a scenario where judge j has a lower release threshold than the algorithmic designers (R j < Rs) and

thus overrides the algorithmic recommendations. However, the judge overrides the algorithm solely because

of differences in release preferences and thus follows the algorithm’s ranking of individuals. As a result,

her conditional misconduct rate is equal to the algorithm’s conditional misconduct rate at her release rate

such that ∆M j,s( j) = 0. We can therefore say that there is no impact of human discretion on the accuracy of

decisions in this first example.

Panel B illustrates an alternative scenario where judge j has a higher release threshold than the algo-

rithmic designers (R j > Rs) and thus overrides some of the algorithmic recommendations. But now judge

j overrides the algorithm because she has a different ranking of individuals compared to the algorithm due

to the different use of observable information or reliance on private information. In this particular case, she

can make more accurate predictions than the algorithm and thus achieve a lower conditional misconduct rate

such that ∆M j,s( j) < 0. We can therefore say that human discretion increases the accuracy of decisions in this

example. The same underlying logic applies to a scenario where the judge makes less accurate predictions

than the algorithm and thus achieves a higher conditional misconduct rate, again due to the use of either

observable or private information.

To summarize, we measure the impact of human discretion over an algorithm by comparing a judge’s

observed misconduct rate to the counterfactual misconduct rate under the algorithm at the judge’s existing

release rate. A judge who only overrides the algorithmic recommendation because she prefers a different

release threshold will have the same conditional misconduct rate as the algorithm at the same release rate.

In contrast, a judge who overrides the algorithm because she ranks individuals differently than the algorithm

will have a lower (higher) conditional misconduct rate if she is more (less) skilled at predicting misconduct

than the algorithm, again at the same release rate. The more (less) skilled judges may be better (worse) than

the algorithm because they are more (less) effective at using the observable information available to both

the judges and the algorithm or because they are using predictive (non-predictive) private information that

is not available to the algorithm.

II.C Empirical Challenges

Estimating the impact of human discretion over an algorithm is complicated by an important selection

challenge. The available data suffer a missing data problem as we only observe misconduct outcomes

among the selected subset of defendants who a judge chooses to release before trial. The selected nature

of the data means that we cannot directly measure the conditional misconduct rate under an algorithmic

counterfactual Ms( j).
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We formalize this econometric challenge in an idealized version of our setting with continuous algorith-

mic release thresholds s and unconditional random assignment of J total judges to defendants. Let Zi, j = 1 if

defendant i is assigned to judge j, let Di = ∑ j Zi, jDi, j indicate defendant i’s release status, and let Yi = DiY ∗
i

indicate the observed pretrial misconduct outcome for the defendant. Importantly, Yi = 0 when Di = 0 regard-

less of individual i’s misconduct potential Y ∗
i . The econometrician observes (Xi,a(Xi),Di,s,Zi,1, ...,Zi,J,Di,Yi)

for each defendant as well as some elements of Vi, j such as race and gender. With unconditional random

assignment, Zi, j is independent of (Xi,a(Xi),Di,s,Di, j,Vi, j,Y ∗
i ).

We observe the judge’s misconduct rate among released defendants M j directly, as we observe mis-

conduct potential Y ∗
i among the defendants who the judge chooses to release before trial. However, we are

unable to directly measure the misconduct rate under the algorithmic counterfactual, Ms( j) = E[Y ∗
i |Di,s( j) =

1] = E[Y ∗
i |a(Xi) ≤ s( j)]. This is because there are generally some defendants who the algorithm would

release (Di,s( j) = 1) but the judge does not (Di, j = 0). Individuals who are detained by the judge (Di, j = 0)

cannot engage in misconduct, and so Yi = 0 regardless of true misconduct potential Y ∗
i .

We illustrate the importance of this selection challenge by considering a simple comparison of judge

j’s misconduct rate to the misconduct rate of the algorithmic counterfactual at score cutoff s( j) using the

observed misconduct outcomes among released defendants:

E[Y ∗
i |Di, j = 1]−E[Y ∗

i |Di = 1,a(Xi)≤ s( j)]

= E[Y ∗
i |Di, j = 1]−E[Y ∗

i |a(Xi)≤ s( j)]+E[Y ∗
i |a(Xi)≤ s( j)]−E[Y ∗

i |Di = 1,a(Xi)≤ s( j)]

= M j −Ms( j)+E[Y ∗
i |a(Xi)≤ s( j)]−E[Y ∗

i |Di = 1,a(Xi)≤ s( j)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
= Selection Bias

, (4)

where the final line follows from the definitions of M j and Ms( j). The most important takeaway from

Equation (4) is that a simple comparison based on the outcomes among released defendants will gener-

ally yield biased estimates of Ms( j) and, as a result, biased estimates of ∆M j,s( j). The exception is when

judge release decisions are uncorrelated with misconduct potential among the relevant set of cases so that

E[Y ∗
i |a(Xi)≤ s( j)] = E[Y ∗

i |Di = 1,a(Xi)≤ s( j)].

We show in Section IV that we can recover unbiased estimates of Ms( j) using the as-good-as-random

assignment of judges to defendants. The unbiased estimates of Ms( j) then allow us to calculate unbiased

estimates of ∆M j,s( j) and other statistics of interest, such as the share of low-skill judges with ∆M j,s( j) > 0.

Our quasi-experimental approach will provide an alternative to other approaches such as imposing strong

selection-on-observables assumptions (e.g., Jung et al. 2017) or imposing worst- and best-case bounds on

the algorithmic counterfactual (e.g., Kleinberg et al. 2018; Rambachan 2021).4

4Our quasi-experimental approach to measuring judge skill is much more informative than simple bounding approaches in our
setting. Appendix Figure A.1 reports our main estimates using both best-case bounds, where we impute Y ∗

i = 0 for all detained
defendants, and worst-case bounds, where we impute Y ∗

i = 1 for all detained defendants. These best- and worst-case bounds yield
extremely wide estimates for the share of judges underperforming the algorithmic counterfactual, with anywhere from 0% to 98%
of them being categorized as low skill.
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III Setting and Data

III.A Our Setting

We study the impact of human discretion over an algorithm in the context of a large, mid-Atlantic city that

was one of the first jurisdictions in the country to introduce a pretrial risk assessment tool. The pretrial

system is meant to allow the vast majority of criminal defendants to be released pending case disposition

while minimizing pretrial misconduct. Bail judges are not meant to assess guilt or punishment when deter-

mining which individuals should be released from custody. In our setting, bail judges are directed by law to

consider case and defendant characteristics only as that information is relevant to minimizing pretrial mis-

conduct, defined as either failing to appear for a required court appearance (FTA) or being arrested for new

criminal activity after being released from jail and before the case is disposed (NCA), as measured by a new

arrest. The bail judges in our setting are also explicitly told that they must consider a range of criteria when

making release decisions and cannot simply make a decision on the basis of, for example, the offense or the

defendant’s residency status. Bail judges in both our setting and across the country are granted substantial

discretion in determining what pretrial conditions to impose in achieving this goal, although they are often

provided with a release recommendation from the local pretrial services agency and/or an algorithmic risk

score.

The pretrial services agency in our setting first started providing algorithmic risk scores and release

recommendations in the mid-2000s, a significant departure from the jurisdiction’s previous approach of

providing judges with a handwritten questionnaire voluntarily filled out by the defendant (with many defen-

dants leaving the form blank), the police affidavit, and a subjective judgment of risk. The algorithmic risk

scores and recommendations have been credited with increasing both the share of released defendants and

the share of released defendants without money bail in internal reports, and enjoy broad support within the

jurisdiction’s pretrial system. The risk assessment tool underlying the algorithmic risk scores and release

recommendations has been updated several times since the initial rollout and is locally validated, meaning

that it is tested on a recent population of defendants arraigned and released in the jurisdiction. We study

one of the most recent iterations of this locally validated risk assessment tool, first implemented in 2016.

This iteration of the tool was used until the onset of the pandemic, when it became infeasible to conduct

in-person interviews with defendants.

The risk assessment tool we study creates separate FTA and NCA risk scores based on defendant

demographics (e.g., age at the current arrest), defendant criminal history (e.g., age at first arrest, number of

prior felony and prior misdemeanor convictions), case characteristics (e.g., number of pending charges and

charge types), and current criminal justice status (e.g., parole/probation status and pretrial release status).

The specific defendant and case characteristics included in each risk score are based on whether there was

a statistically significant association with the relevant misconduct outcome in the data used to build the

algorithm, resulting in similar but slightly different set of inputs for the two risk scores. The included

defendant and case characteristics are each associated with a certain number of points, which are aggregated

to yield a detailed risk score that ranges from 0 to 73 for the FTA score and 0 to 30 for the NCA score. The

scores are then binned into aggregate scores that range from 1 to 6, with lower scores indicating a lower
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probability of misconduct and higher scores indicating a higher probability of misconduct.

The risk assessment tool also generates an automatic release recommendation based on the combination

of these FTA and NCA binned scores (see Appendix Table A.1). Low FTA and NCA scores generate an

automatic recommendation of release with no conditions, generally known as a release on own recognizance

(ROR). These ROR recommendations are automatically generated for approximately 25% of cases in our

data. More moderate FTA and NCA scores generate an automatic recommendation of release with regular

phone or in-person check-ins, with these cases making up approximately 11% and 48% of cases in our data,

respectively. Finally, the highest NCA score generates an automatic recommendation of no release, making

up approximately 16% of cases in our data. The risk assessment never recommends money bail despite

local judges imposing money bail in approximately 47% of cases in our data. We focus on the NCA scores

throughout our analysis as this is the only risk score that generates variation in release recommendations.

The information required for the risk assessment tool is collected via several sources. The case begins

with the arresting police officer inputting information on current arrest charges, which is electronically im-

ported into the pretrial services case management system. The pretrial services officer then collects criminal

history information from state and federal databases after the individual is identified and fingerprinted at the

local jail. Additional factors for the risk assessment tool are collected by a pretrial services officer during a

face-to-face interview conducted shortly after the defendant’s booking. The pretrial services officer verifies

this information and then enters it into the risk assessment tool. The defendant’s gender and race are also

collected and presented to the judge but are not used as algorithmic inputs.5

Figure 2 shows a redacted example of the computer-generated risk assessment report provided to the

bail judge. The report details the algorithmic release recommendation (Di,s) and the binned FTA and NCA

scores (a(Xi)) as well as the defendant’s arrest date and date of birth, a description of the charges, and a

description of the relevant risk factors entering the algorithmic risk scores and recommendation (Xi). The

report also includes certain demographic characteristics that are not used by the algorithm, such as the

defendant’s race and gender (Vi, j). The bail judge uses this information to decide whether to ROR, release

with non-monetary conditions, impose monetary bail, or detain the defendant. Release on non-monetary

conditions includes unsecured bail bond, which requires no money or deposit to secure release, and release

on nominal bail, which requires the defendant to typically post $1.00 as deposit and have a designated person

or organization act as a surety. Figure 3 presents a timeline of the process in our setting.

A key feature of our setting is that the bail judges are free to deviate from the algorithmic recommenda-

tion. Such deviations are common, with the judges in our sample overriding the default algorithmic recom-

mendation in approximately 12% of cases where the algorithm recommends release (“low-risk cases”) and

over half of cases where the algorithm recommends detention (“high-risk cases”), with an overall override

rate of 18%. But at the same time, the judges in our setting are responsive to the algorithmic recommen-

dations, with pretrial release rates sharply falling by nearly 14 percentage points (a 17% decrease from the

5The pretrial services officer assigned to a case is also given the discretion to override the algorithmic recommendation with
supervisor approval in certain situations, typically to issue a harsher recommendation or to apply additional conditions of release.
In practice, however, the officer generally follows the algorithmic recommendation and has little impact on the overall accuracy of
the release decisions. We therefore focus on the effect of judicial discretion over the algorithm throughout our analysis, abstracting
away from this officer’s role.
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mean release rate) when the algorithmic recommendation discontinuously changes from release to detain

(see Appendix Figure A.2). These patterns indicate that judges do consider and respond to the algorithmic

recommendation but nevertheless choose to override the recommendation in many cases. The combination

of a long-standing risk assessment algorithm and frequent overrides for both observably low- and high-risk

defendants makes this jurisdiction an ideal setting to study the impact of human discretion on the accuracy

of decisions.

We exploit three additional features of the pretrial system in our analysis. First, the legal objective of

bail judges is both narrow and measurable among the set of released defendants for whom pretrial miscon-

duct outcomes are observed (although not among detained defendants, for whom such outcomes are not

observed). This narrow legal objective yields a natural approach to measuring the accuracy of decisions

at a given release rate, with lower pretrial misconduct rates indicating more accurate decisions and higher

pretrial misconduct rates indicating less accurate decisions. We also explore the importance of potential

objectives such as racial fairness and specific forms of misconduct in robustness checks.

Second, we follow the prior literature in viewing bail judges as effectively making binary decisions,

releasing low-risk defendants (generally by ROR, non-monetary bail, or setting a low cash bail amount) and

detaining high-risk defendants (generally by setting a high cash bail amount or outright detaining them).

The view that bail judges effectively make binary decisions is controversial in many settings as many juris-

dictions only allow the outright detention of defendants when they are charged with very serious offenses

like capital crimes. This simplification is particularly well suited to our setting, however, as the judges are

constitutionally allowed to detain defendants when no other set of conditions could reasonably assure the

public’s safety. As a result, the predictive algorithm explicitly recommends detaining observably high-risk

defendants even when individuals are charged with less serious offenses such as misdemeanors. We also ex-

plore alternative characterizations of judge decisions in robustness checks, such as release without monetary

conditions.

Third, the case assignment procedures used in our setting (and many other jurisdictions) generate quasi-

random variation in bail judge assignment for defendants arrested at the same time and place. The quasi-

random variation in judge assignment, in turn, generates quasi-experimental variation in the probability that

a defendant is released before trial, which we exploit in our analysis. The specific court in our setting op-

erates seven days a week and 24 hours a day and is staffed by approximately 60 judges on a rotating basis

during our sample period. Daytime shifts are heard by a group of core judges whose full-time assignment

is to the court, while nighttime shifts and weekend/holiday shifts are covered by a group of nearby judges

and/or senior judges. Appendix Table A.2 confirms that judge assignment to cases is balanced on all observ-

able characteristics conditional on shift-by-time fixed effects, while Appendix Table A.3 shows that judge

assignment has a strong first-stage effect on the probability that a defendant is released pretrial.

III.B Data and Summary Statistics

Our study is based on the universe of arraignments made in the jurisdiction’s main jail between October

16, 2016, and March 16, 2020. The start of the period corresponds to when the jurisdiction adopted a

recent iteration of its locally validated algorithm. The end of the period corresponds to when the jurisdiction
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stopped using the algorithm due to the pandemic and the inability to conduct in-person interviews with

defendants.

The data contain information on offense type and each defendant’s age at arrest, gender, race, prior

criminal history, and prior pretrial misconduct. They also contain information on all of the factors used to

calculate the FTA and NCA risk scores, the automatic algorithmic recommendation, the pretrial officer’s

recommendation, the bail judge assigned to the case, whether the defendant was ultimately released before

trial, and whether this release was due to ROR, release with non-monetary conditions, or release conditional

on paying money bail. We categorize defendants as either released (including ROR, release with non-

monetary conditions, and payment of money bail) or detained (including non-payment of money bail or

outright detention). Finally, we observe whether a defendant subsequently failed to appear for a required

court appearance or was arrested for new criminal activity before case disposition among the subset of

defendants released by the judge. We take either form of pretrial misconduct as the primary outcome of our

analysis.6

We make the following restrictions to arrive at our estimation sample. First, we omit cases where we

are missing risk scores or important demographic or case information (dropping 646 cases). Second, we

focus on the first bail hearing for each case by dropping observations where the risk score was not recorded

in the seven days before or after the bail date, following the guidance of the jurisdiction’s pretrial services

on how these cases are recorded in the data (dropping 12,848 cases). Third, we omit cases where there was

a detainer hold on the defendant that would have prevented the judge from releasing the individual, even if

the algorithm recommended release (dropping 2,144 cases). Finally, we omit observations where the case

is assigned to a judge with fewer than 100 observations in our sample period (dropping 230 cases). These

restrictions leave us with 37,855 cases among 27,503 unique defendants assigned to 62 unique bail judges.

Table 1 summarizes our estimation sample, both overall and by the algorithm’s automatic recommenda-

tion. Panel A, column 1 shows that 83% of all defendants are released at some point before trial. Relatively

few of these releases are without conditions, with 52% and 37% of released defendants having been assigned

non-monetary and monetary conditions at the first bail hearing, respectively. There are also a small handful

of defendants who are initially remanded without bail but are later released. Columns 2 and 3 report sum-

mary statistics for observably high-risk defendants who the algorithm recommends detaining, separately

by whether the judge overrides the recommendation (“lenient override”) or follows the recommendation.

Columns 4 and 5 present summary statistics for observably low-risk defendants who the algorithm rec-

ommends releasing, separately by whether the judge overrides the recommendation (“harsh override”) or

follows the recommendation. Importantly, these release statistics indicate that judges override the algo-

rithm’s recommendation in 54% of observably high-risk cases and 12% of observably low-risk cases. The

total override rate is thus 18% after accounting for the distribution of observably low- and high-risk cases

(and ignoring overrides that do not impact release decisions, such as moving from ROR to non-monetary

conditions). On net, these overrides mean that observably high-risk defendants are less likely to be released

than observably low-risk defendants, with a 54% release rate relative to an 88% release rate.

6We observe that 1.4% of detained defendants (0.2% of all cases) commit pretrial misconduct in our data, likely due to miscod-
ings in the court data. Our results are unchanged if we drop these cases.
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Panel B shows that the observably high-risk defendants who the algorithm recommends detaining are

slightly younger at both the current and first arrest, have greater prior arrests and convictions, and are gen-

erally charged with greater and more serious crimes compared to the observably low-risk defendants who

the algorithm recommends releasing. Observably, high-risk defendants are also overall more likely to be on

parole or probation and are more likely to be on an existing pretrial release at the time of the current arrest

compared to low-risk defendants. Panel C further shows that observably high-risk defendants are also more

likely to be male and less likely to be white.

Panels B and C also indicate that lenient overrides among observably high-risk cases and harsh over-

rides among observably low-risk cases are not random. Defendants for whom judges issue a lenient override

have fewer prior arrests and convictions, are less likely to be on parole or probation, are more likely to be

charged with drug or traffic offenses, and are less likely to be male. The pattern is reversed for harsh over-

rides, with these defendants having more prior arrests and convictions and being more likely to be on parole

or probation, more likely to be charged with property and public order charges, and more likely to be male

and non-white.

Panel D shows that observably high-risk defendants who are released despite the algorithm’s detention

recommendation are 14.7 percentage points, or 51%, more likely to be rearrested or have an FTA than

low-risk defendants who are released in compliance with the algorithm’s release recommendation. Among

released defendants who commit pretrial misconduct, the vast majority are only rearrested for a new offense.

Importantly, and in contrast to the other statistics in Table 1, the risk statistics in Panel D are only measured

among released defendants, which are a selected sample of all defendants. Pretrial misconduct potential is,

by definition, not observed among detained individuals.

IV Effects of Human Discretion on Pretrial Release Decisions

IV.A Methods

We measure the impact of human discretion over an algorithm on the accuracy of pretrial decisions by

comparing each judge’s observed misconduct rate M j to the quasi-experimental estimate of the algorithm’s

performance at the same release rate Ms( j). Our approach only requires that average misconduct risk among

defendants at different release rates can be accurately extrapolated from the quasi-experimental data and

that judges’ legal objectives are well specified.

The first key insight underlying our approach is that the problem of measuring the algorithmic counter-

factual at a given judge’s release rate, Ms( j) = E[Y ∗
i |a(Xi)≤ s( j)], is equivalent to the problem of estimating

the average misconduct risk at the appropriate algorithmic release threshold. When judges are as-good-

as-randomly assigned, the average misconduct risk at a given release threshold is common to all judges.

As a result, the algorithmic counterfactual for all of the judges at that release threshold is captured by the

threshold-specific population misconduct risk.

The second key insight underlying our approach is that these average threshold-specific misconduct

risk parameters can be estimated from quasi-experimental variation in pretrial release and misconduct rates,

building on the methods developed in Arnold, Dobbie, and Hull (2022). To build intuition for this approach,
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consider a setting with as-good-as-random judge assignment and a supremely lenient bail judge j∗ who

releases nearly all defendants below a given algorithmic release threshold s( j) for j ̸= j∗, regardless of their

potential for pretrial misconduct. This hypothetical judge could be supremely lenient in a global sense by

releasing all or nearly all defendants in the full population or in a local sense by releasing all or nearly all

defendants below the release threshold s( j) but detaining some defendants at higher risk scores. In either

case, this supremely lenient judge’s release rate among the relevant subset of defendants is close to 100%:

E[Di | Zi, j∗ = 1,a(Xi)≤ s( j)] = E[Di, j∗ | a(Xi)≤ s( j)]≈ 100%, (5)

making the threshold-specific misconduct rate among defendants the judge releases close to the threshold-

specific average misconduct risk in the full population:

E[Yi | Di = 1,Zi, j∗ = 1,a(Xi)≤ s( j)] = E[Y ∗
i | Di, j∗ = 1,a(Xi)≤ s( j)]≈ E[Y ∗

i | a(Xi)≤ s( j)], (6)

where the first equality in both expressions follows from the as-good-as-random assignment of judges.

Without further assumptions, the decisions of a supremely lenient and as-good-as-randomly assigned judge

can therefore be used to estimate the average misconduct risk parameters needed for our analysis (i.e., Ms( j)

for all j).

In the absence of such a supremely lenient judge, the required average misconduct parameters can be

estimated using model-based or statistical extrapolations of release and misconduct rate variation across

as-good-as-randomly assigned judges. As discussed in Arnold, Dobbie, and Hull (2022), this approach is

conceptually similar to how average potential outcomes at a treatment cutoff can be extrapolated from nearby

observations in a regression discontinuity design, particularly so-called donut designs where the data in some

window of the treatment cutoff are excluded. Here, released misconduct rates are extrapolated from as-good-

as-randomly assigned judges with high leniency to the release rate cutoff of 100% given by a hypothetical

supremely lenient judge. Mean risk estimates may, for example, come from the vertical intercept at 100%

of linear or local linear regressions of estimated misconduct rates among released individuals E[Y ∗
i | Di, j =

1,a(Xi)≤ s( j)] on estimated release rates E[Di, j | a(Xi)≤ s( j)] across J judges at a given algorithmic release

threshold s( j).

There are two important complications that we must also consider in our setting. The first is that we

only observe discrete algorithmic scores corresponding to the pretrial algorithm’s scoring system rather than

a continuous prediction of pretrial misconduct. Since observed judge release rates rarely coincide exactly

with the release rate of the observed discrete risk score thresholds, this poses a challenge for identifying the

algorithmic counterfactual at each judge’s release rate (Ms( j)). This problem could be important if there are

large changes in release rates across observed risk scores and steep changes in misconduct rates across risk

scores. In practice, however, we have relatively closely spaced observed risk scores, and the relationship

between misconduct and risk scores is relatively flat, making this issue less important in our setting. We

therefore rely on a simple and transparent approach, where we use a linear spline connecting the observed

threshold-specific estimates to obtain algorithmic misconduct estimates spanning all judge release rates

observed in our setting. We will show that our main estimates are robust to alternative best- and worse-case
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approaches in Section IV, where we rely only on the assumption that the relationship between misconduct

and risk scores is weakly monotonically increasing.

The second complication is that the as-good-as-random assignment of judges to defendants is condi-

tional on shift-by-time fixed effects in our setting. We follow Arnold, Dobbie, and Hull (2022) and ac-

count for these shift-by-time effects using linear regression adjustment, which tractably incorporates a large

number of shift-by-time fixed effects under an auxiliary linearity assumption. Specifically, we estimate

judge-specific release and misconduct rates accounting for shift-by-time effects using the following OLS

regressions:

Di = ∑
j

ζ jZi j +W′
iγ

R +ui, (7)

Yi = ∑
j

ρ jZi j +W′
iγ

M + vi, (8)

where Di indicates whether defendant i was released pretrial, Yi indicates whether defendant i committed

pretrial misconduct among released individuals (Di = 1), and Wi is a set of shift-by-time fixed effects. We

then truncate the estimated release parameters so that they lie in [0,1] after adjusting for the shift-by-time

fixed effects. Imposing R̂ j ≤ 1 affects 5 of the 558 judge-level moments used in the extrapolations for our

main results (1% of the total), while imposing R̂ j ≥ 0 affects 0 of the 558 judge-level moments used. We next

use the estimates of R j = E[Di, j] and M j = E[Yi|Di, j = 1] to extrapolate the average misconduct parameters

for a range of algorithmic score cutoffs, allowing us to construct ∆M j,s( j) for each judge j, after accounting

for shift-by-time effects. We will show in robustness checks that our results are similar when we estimate

Equations (7) and (8) without shift-by-time fixed effects.

IV.B Counterfactual Misconduct Under the Algorithm

Figure 4 illustrates our extrapolation-based estimation of the average misconduct risk for two algorithmic

release thresholds. Panel A reports results for the full sample of cases, corresponding to an algorithmic

release threshold of 100%. Panel B restricts the sample to cases where the algorithm recommends release,

corresponding to an algorithmic release threshold of just over 80%. The horizontal axis in each panel plots

release rates among defendants with algorithmic risk scores below the respective threshold (R̂ j) for each of

the 62 judges in our data after regression adjustment for shift-by-time fixed effects. We find sizable variation

across judges at each risk score threshold, with many judges releasing a high fraction of defendants. The

vertical axis plots conditional misconduct rates for each judge among defendants with algorithmic risk scores

below the respective threshold (M̂ j), regression adjusted for shift-by-time fixed effects.

The vertical intercepts of the lines of best fit, at 100%, provide estimates of the threshold-specific av-

erage misconduct rates. The lines of best fit are obtained by OLS regressions of judge-specific conditional

misconduct rate estimates on judge-specific release rate estimates, with the judge-level regressions weighted

inversely by the variance of misconduct rate estimation error. We obtain standard errors using a bootstrap

procedure, where we first take independent random draws from the distributions of the estimated judge-

specific release rates (R̂ j) and conditional misconduct rates (M̂ j) and then recalculate the threshold-specific
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extrapolations. These estimates and associated standard errors are reported at the bottom of each panel. The

simple linear extrapolation yields a precise mean misconduct estimate of 14.7% (SE: 1.0) for the full pop-

ulation of cases, which corresponds to a release rate of 100%. The extrapolation yields a mean misconduct

estimate of 13.8% (SE: 0.8) for cases where the algorithm recommends release, which again corresponds

to a release rate of just over 80%. The results are similar using a local linear extrapolation, which yields a

mean misconduct estimate of 13.5% (SE: 1.3) for the full population of cases and 12.8% (SE: 0.9) for cases

where the algorithm recommends release.

We repeat these extrapolations for the algorithmic risks score cutoffs that correspond to release rates

ranging from just under 70% to 100%, spanning both the unadjusted and regression-adjusted judge release

rates observed in our sample. The results from these extrapolations are plotted in Figure 5 and reported with

standard errors in Appendix Table A.4. The extrapolations show that, in practice, we observe risk scores

that correspond to closely spaced release rates (column 1, Appendix Table A.4) and that there is a (weakly)

monotonically increasing relationship between risk scores and conditional misconduct rates (columns 2–3,

Appendix Table A.4). These threshold-specific estimates allow us to measure the counterfactual misconduct

rate under the algorithm and to construct ∆M j,s( j) for each judge in our sample using the linear spline

approach discussed above. We take the linear extrapolation as our baseline specification for estimating the

impact of judge discretion and explore the robustness of our results to alternative mean risk estimates below.

IV.C Effect of Judicial Discretion on Conditional Misconduct Rates

Figure 5 presents our main findings on the effect of judicial discretion over an algorithm on the accuracy

of pretrial decisions. Each of the 62 judges in our sample is represented by a green dot that shows the

judge’s conditional misconduct rate M̂ j against the judge’s release rate for all cases R̂ j, both regression

adjusted for shift-by-time fixed effects. The dashed orange line shows the estimated conditional misconduct

rate for the algorithm at different release rates, estimated using linear extrapolations of average misconduct

at each discrete risk score threshold and connected using a linear spline. The solid navy line shows the

conditional misconduct rate under a random release rule, estimated using a linear extrapolation of average

misconduct in the full sample. We also report the share of judges with conditional misconduct rates that

are higher than the algorithmic counterfactual and the random release rule, estimated using the posterior

average effect approach of Bonhomme and Weidner (2022) that accounts for sampling error in our judge-

level estimates. We obtain standard errors for these estimates using a bootstrap procedure, where we first

take independent random draws from the distributions of the estimated judge-specific release rate R̂ j and

conditional misconduct rates M̂ j and then recalculate the threshold-specific extrapolations and statistics of

interest.

Three striking patterns emerge from the distribution of judge conditional misconduct rates and release

rates, even before we compare the judges to the algorithmic counterfactual and random release rule. First,

there is substantial variation in judges’ preferences for release, with the regression-adjusted release rates

ranging from just above 70% to over 95%. These patterns are consistent with prior work on the pretrial

system (Arnold, Dobbie, and Yang, 2018; Arnold, Dobbie, and Hull, 2022) and highlight the importance

of comparing each judge’s outcomes to the algorithmic counterfactual holding the release rate constant.
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Second, there is also substantial variation in the judges’ conditional misconduct rates at the same release

rate, with a judge at the case-weighted 90th percentile of conditional misconduct rates having a misconduct

rate that is 6.6 percentage points higher than a judge at the case-weighted 10th percentile. These findings

suggest important variation in predictive skill across the judges and provide evidence against the standard

monotonicity assumption, which implies that judges with the same release rate will have the same con-

ditional misconduct rate (Frandsen, Lefgren, and Leslie, 2019; Chan, Gentzkow, and Yu, 2022). Third,

the judges’ conditional misconduct rates do not increase with the release rate, with an OLS regression of

the judge-specific misconduct rates on the judge-specific release rates yielding a coefficient of –0.05 (SE:

0.08). This pattern again suggests important variation in predictive skill and is inconsistent with a standard

model where the monotonicity assumption holds, implying that the judges’ conditional misconduct rate will

increase with the release rate (Chan, Gentzkow, and Yu, 2022).

The comparison of the judges and algorithmic counterfactual reveals an even more striking pattern—the

vast majority of judges significantly underperform the algorithm, as indicated by a conditional misconduct

rate that is above the algorithmic counterfactual at the same release rate. We estimate that 90% (SE: 6.1)

of judges generally underperform the algorithm when they make discretionary overrides, with a remarkable

69% (SE: 14.1) of judges underperforming the random release rule. These findings mean that, incredibly,

most judges could achieve a lower misconduct rate by flipping a coin or using a random number generator.

The system-wide impact of human discretion on the accuracy of release decisions is correspondingly nega-

tive, with the judges increasing pretrial misconduct by an average of 2.4 percentage points (SE: 0.4) at their

existing release rates relative to the algorithm (column 1, Table 4). These findings therefore indicate that

the typical judge in our setting is less skilled at predicting misconduct than the algorithm and that we could

substantially decrease misconduct by automating release decisions.

Our estimates show that there are both statistically and economically significant costs of human dis-

cretion over an algorithm in our setting. We can calculate the social costs of human discretion relative to

automated release decisions in two ways. First, we can calculate the social costs of the higher pretrial mis-

conduct rate at the judges’ existing release rates. Our estimates imply that we could reduce the number

of pretrial misconduct offenses by about 300 per year using automated release decisions at the judges’ ex-

isting release rates. Reducing the number of pretrial misconduct offenses by this amount would generate

about $2.8 million in social cost savings per year from prevented failure to appears and new arrests based

on estimates from Dobbie, Goldin, and Yang (2018) and Miller et al. (2021).7 Second, we can calculate

the social costs of the lower pretrial release rates at the judges’ existing misconduct rates. The extremely

high misconduct rates among the judges in our sample mean that we can achieve a lower misconduct rate by

releasing all defendants. This surprising result is due to the fact that the average conditional misconduct rate

in our sample is 15.9% (column 1, Table 1), whereas the misconduct rate in the full population is only 14.7%

(Panel A, Figure 4). Increasing the release rate to 100% means that we could release about 1,950 additional

7We first calculate the average social cost estimate for FTAs, DUIs, drug offenses, motor vehicle offenses, persons offenses,
property offenses, public order offenses, and weapons offenses. Within each of these misconduct types, we take the lowest social
cost estimate to provide the most conservative estimate possible (e.g., we use the cost estimate for assault instead of murder for
persons offenses). We then use the frequency of each misconduct type among released defendants to calculate the average social
cost of misconduct generally.
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individuals per year, generating roughly $58 million in recouped earnings and government benefits annually

based on the estimates from Dobbie, Goldin, and Yang (2018).

However, this negative system-wide impact of discretion masks substantial variation in the judges’

performance compared to the algorithm and oversimplifies the optimal policy on human oversight of algo-

rithms. Importantly, we find that 10% of the judges generally outperform the algorithm when they make

discretionary overrides, as indicated by a conditional misconduct rate that is lower than the algorithmic

counterfactual at the same release rate. This more positive finding suggests that a human and an algorithm

working together can outperform automated release decisions in at least some situations and that a human

can still add value to the decision-making process. This finding also suggests that there will not necessarily

be a single optimal policy on human oversight of algorithms, as the impact of such policies depends on the

ability of the human decision-makers in a particular context.

How persistent is the documented variation in judge performance relative to the algorithm? To explore

this question, we compute separate ∆M j,s( j) estimates in the first and second half of cases that each judge

sees in our sample period. We then estimate OLS regressions of the most recent judge performance esti-

mates on lagged judge performance posteriors. We compute these posteriors using a conventional empirical

Bayes “shrinkage” procedure and weight by the inverse variance of the most recent judge performance esti-

mates. Appendix Figure A.3 reports these OLS estimates and shows the relationship between the most recent

performance estimates on lagged performance posteriors. The judge performance estimates are highly cor-

related over time, with an autoregressive coefficient of 0.64 (SE: 0.27). These findings suggest that there is a

consistent set of high- and low-skill judges that drive the variation in performance relative to the algorithm.

We next ask whether we can identify these high- versus low-skill judges on the basis of judge charac-

teristics. Table 2 shows results from OLS regressions of an indicator for being a high-skill judge on different

judge characteristics to better understand the variation in judge performance. For simplicity, we divide the

judges into two exhaustive and mutually-exclusive groups based on their performance over the entire sample

period. The first group consists of low-skill judges who are likely to underperform the algorithmic coun-

terfactual at the same release rate, while the second group consists of high-skill judges who are more likely

to outperform the algorithmic counterfactual and are almost certainly more likely to outperform the random

decisions counterfactual. We formally define a judge as low skill if the posterior probability of ∆M j,s( j) > 0

is 0.9 or above and a judge as high skill otherwise, again using the approach of Bonhomme and Weidner

(2022). There is a large mass of judges with a posterior probability of ∆M j,s( j) > 0 at 0.9 or above, and,

reassuringly, the set of low- and high-skill judges is nearly identical if we instead use observed estimates of

∆M j,s( j) to categorize the judges.

There is no statistically significant relationship between judge performance and propensity to override

the algorithm (column 1), ruling out the explanation that high-skill judges are simply more likely to follow

the algorithmic recommendations compared to low-skill ones. In addition, there is no statistically signifi-

cant relationship between judge performance and years of experience, gender, race, political affiliation, and

whether the judge has a law degree or is a former prosecutor (columns 2–7). The only statistically sig-

nificant predictor of judge performance is a history in law enforcement, with former police officers being

24.6 percentage points (SE: 11.8) less likely to be classified as a high-skill judge (column 8). The lower
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performance for former police officers could be associated with the unique cognitive demands of police

work, where officers often need to make fast decisions without sufficient consideration of alternative op-

tions (Dube, MacArthur, and Shah, 2022). However, none of the estimates from Table 2 suggest a clear

explanation for the variation in judge performance, although we note that standard errors are large for many

of the characteristics we consider.8

IV.D Robustness and Extensions

Our approach to measuring the impact of human discretion over algorithms requires that judges’ objec-

tives are well specified and that average misconduct risk among defendants at different release rates can

be accurately extrapolated from the quasi-experimental data. We now consider several extensions to our

main results that test or relax these assumptions. We also confirm the robustness of our results to different

classifications of pretrial release and algorithmic comparisons.

Racial Fairness. One particularly important concern is that the judges in our setting may care about both

racial fairness and overall accuracy and the judges we identify as low-skill may put more emphasis on racial

fairness and less emphasis on accuracy. We explore this concern by measuring release disparities between

white and non-white defendants with identical misconduct potential. This measure of racial fairness is

consistent with the legal theory of disparate impact as well as with notions of algorithmic discrimination that

compare equally “qualified” white and non-white individuals (Berk et al., 2018; Arnold, Dobbie, and Hull,

2021). We can measure these release disparities using estimates of race-specific misconduct risk to rescale

observational release rate comparisons in such a way that makes released white and non-white defendants

comparable in terms of misconduct potential within each judge’s defendant pool (Arnold, Dobbie, and Hull,

2022).

Figure 6 plots these release disparities for the 62 judges in our sample along with counterfactual dispar-

ities for the algorithm. The algorithm generates substantial release disparities between white and non-white

defendants with identical misconduct potential, indicating that the vector of characteristics used by the algo-

rithm Xi is correlated with race and ethnicity after adjusting for misconduct potential (Arnold, Dobbie, and

Hull, 2021). We find that, on average, approximately one-third of the judges in our setting generate lower

release disparities than the algorithm when they make a discretionary override, leading to generally fairer

release decisions than the algorithm alone. Importantly, we find that there is a positive correlation between

outperforming the algorithm in terms of accuracy and in terms of racial fairness in Table 2, columns 9 and

10. These findings indicate that high-skill judges generally outperform the algorithm in terms of both ac-

curacy and racial fairness, decreasing (but not eliminating) release disparities between white and non-white

defendants with identical misconduct potential. Our main results are therefore unlikely to be explained by

the low-skill judges putting more emphasis on racial fairness and less emphasis on accuracy.

8Appendix Table A.5 presents results using our continuous measure of ∆M j,s( j) as the dependent variable, where each obser-
vation is weighted by the inverse variance of the judge-level estimates. We find a similar pattern, with no detectable relationship
between judge performance and a range of judge characteristics. The exception is again former police officers, who have conditional
misconduct rates that are 2.5 percentage points (SE: 0.7) higher than the algorithmic counterfactual at the same release rate.
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Extra-Legal Objectives. The judges may also care about objectives that are not permitted under the law,

complicating the interpretation of our estimates. These extra-legal objectives could range from considering

the employment or family status of individuals to explicit discrimination against defendants based on their

demographic characteristics or criminal charge. These extra-legal objectives could complicate the interpre-

tation of our estimates if, for example, the judges we identify as low-skill accurately rank individuals based

on misconduct risk but release these individuals in such a way that makes them appear less skilled than the

algorithm. For example, the judges we identify as low-skill may prioritize the release of white individuals

over non-white individuals or individuals charged with less serious crimes over individuals charged with

more serious crimes, such that these judges’ general underperformance comes from these across subgroup

preferences for release. We might therefore expect the judges who generally underperform the algorithm

due to extra-legal objectives to perform equally well or even better than the algorithm within defendant

subgroups.

We explore this possibility by computing ∆M j,s( j) separately by defendant race, age, education, and

charge severity for each judge in our sample, where ∆M j,s( j) > 0 indicates underperformance relative to the

algorithm within each defendant subgroup. We then estimate OLS regressions of the subgroup-specific judge

performance estimates on the pooled judge performance posteriors. We compute these posteriors using a

conventional empirical Bayes “shrinkage” procedure and weight by the inverse variance of the subgroup-

specific judge performance estimates. Appendix Figure A.4 reports these OLS estimates and shows the

relationship between the subgroup-specific performance estimates on overall performance posteriors. The

subgroup-specific performance estimates are highly positively correlated with overall performance, indicat-

ing that there is a consistent set of high- and low-skill judges that drive the variation in performance relative

to the algorithm. Regression coefficients of the subgroup-specific judge performance estimates on the pooled

judge performance posteriors yield coefficients ranging from 1.9 (SE: 0.3) for young defendants to 2.8 (SE:

0.2) for defendants charged with a felony. These findings indicate that our results are also unlikely to be

explained by the low- and high-skill judges being equally skilled in ranking individuals but having different

objective functions or preferences for release, at least across different defendant subgroups.

Pretrial Misconduct Types. Finally, the judges may care about certain types of pretrial misconduct more

than other types of misconduct. These different preferences could also complicate the interpretation of

our estimates if, for example, the judges we identify as low-skill accurately rank individuals for each type

of misconduct risk but release these individuals in such a way that makes them appear less skilled than the

algorithm. For example, the judges we identify as low-skill may prioritize more serious forms of misconduct

like NCA or violent NCA over less serious forms of misconduct like FTA. And as above, we might therefore

expect the judges who generally underperform the algorithm due to these preferences to perform equally

well or even better than the algorithm for the more specific forms of misconduct.

We explore this concern by again computing ∆M j,s( j) separately, but now defining misconduct as only

FTA, only NCA, and only violent NCA. We then estimate OLS regressions of the misconduct-specific judge

performance estimates on the pooled judge performance posteriors and weight by the inverse variance of

the misconduct-specific judge performance estimates. Appendix Figure A.5 reports these OLS estimates

and shows the relationship between the misconduct-specific performance estimates on overall performance
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posteriors. The misconduct-specific performance estimates for only FTA and only NCA are highly corre-

lated with overall performance, again indicating that there is a consistent set of high- and low-skill judges

that drive the variation in performance relative to the algorithm. Regression coefficients of the misconduct-

specific judge performance estimates on the pooled judge performance posteriors yield coefficients of 0.6

(SE: 0.1) for only FTA and 2.1 (SE: 0.1) for only NCA. There is also a significant relationship between

misconduct-specific performance estimates for only violent NCA and overall performance, but the regres-

sion coefficient is lower at 0.2 (SE: 0.1), possibly because violent NCAs only occur in about 2% of cases

in our sample. Taken together, these findings indicate that our results are also unlikely to be explained by

the low- and high-skill judges having different preferences across the more and less serious forms of pretrial

misconduct.

Extrapolations of Misconduct Risk. Our approach also requires that average misconduct risk among defen-

dants at different release rates can be accurately extrapolated from the quasi-experimental data. Our baseline

specification estimates these average misconduct risk parameters using a series of linear extrapolations that

control for shift-by-time fixed effects. We then connect the extrapolation-based estimates at each discrete

risk score with a linear spline. We consider a range of alternative specifications when estimating the distri-

bution of judge performance relative to the algorithm, finding qualitatively similar results when using local

linear extrapolations in Appendix Figure A.6, linear extrapolations that omit the shift-by-time fixed effects in

Appendix Figure A.7, best- and worst-case step functions that connect the discrete risk scores in Appendix

Figure A.8, and a modified estimation approach where we only extrapolate to the most lenient judge at a

given risk score cutoff and then calculate bounds for the remaining share of defendants in Appendix Figure

A.9.9 For example, we find that 87% (SE: 7.6) to 98% (SE: 5.7) of judges underperform the algorithm in

these specifications, compared to 90% (SE: 6.1) in our baseline specification. We similarly find that 41%

(SE: 16.5) to 92% (SE: 15.9) of the judges underperform the random release rule in these specifications,

compared to 69% (SE: 14.1) in our baseline specification.

Pretrial Release. Our baseline measure of pretrial release categorizes defendants as either released at any

point before the case is disposed or always detained until the case is disposed. The release variable therefore

includes the release decision of the first bail judge assigned to the case as well as the release decisions of any

subsequent bail judge who reviews and potentially amends the first judge’s decision. In Appendix Figure

A.10 we find very similar results if we instead measure pretrial release in only the first three days of the

original bail hearing in an attempt to isolate just the first judge’s release decision, with 85% (SE: 6.5) of

judges underperforming the algorithm and 48% (SE: 15.9) underperforming the random release rule using

this alternative definition of pretrial release.

Money Bail and Ability to Pay. Our baseline measure of release also includes defendants released on money

9Our modified estimation approach proceeds in four steps. First, we identify the release rate of the most lenient judge for each
risk score cutoff in the data. Second, we estimate the conditional misconduct rate at the most lenient judge’s release rate using our
extrapolation-based procedure. Third, we construct worst- and best-case bounds for the remaining share of defendants. Finally, we
calculate the counterfactual misconduct rate using a weighted average of the misconduct rate from the extrapolation at the most
lenient judge’s release rate and the bounding procedure for the remaining share of defendants. Our results are very similar using
this modified approach as we generally observe at least one judge that releases 100% of defendants at the lower risk scores.
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bail, raising the possibility that judges may make errors not only in predicting risk of pretrial misconduct

but also in predicting ability to pay. For instance, one explanation for our results is that low-skill judges

may incorrectly predict defendants’ ability to pay money bail and thus mistakenly release some high-risk

defendants and mistakenly detain some low-risk ones. We explore this possibility by replacing our baseline

measure of release with an indicator for ROR or release on non-monetary conditions (versus monetary bail

or remand without bail) to focus on the set of defendants where there is no possibility of mispredicting the

ability to pay. We find that nearly all judges underperform the algorithm when we examine the defendants

released on recognizance or released on non-monetary conditions in Appendix Figure A.11, similar to our

main findings. The share of judges that make override decisions that are no better than random, however, is

sharply lower than in our main findings, at only 8% (SE: 11.8). These results suggest that a large portion

of the overall underperformance of judges relative to the random release rule may be due to incorrectly

predicting the defendants’ ability to pay money bail. We caution, however, that it is impossible for us to

know if judges are setting money bail with the intention to release or detain an individual. These estimates

should therefore be viewed as only suggestive.

Algorithmic Design. Our baseline analysis compares judges’ outcomes to the recommendations of the pro-

prietary algorithm that the judges see at the time of the bail decision. The algorithm itself is based on a simple

scoring system, which assigns points to various demographic, criminal history, and current charge charac-

teristics as described in Section III. This comparison allows us to measure the impact of human discretion

over an algorithm, but a natural concern is that the best judges in our setting may still underperform a more

sophisticated machine learning algorithm. We explore this concern by comparing the judges to the gradient-

boosted decision tree algorithm developed by Kleinberg et al. (2018) in Appendix Figure A.12.10 We find

that this more sophisticated machine learning algorithm is more accurate than the proprietary algorithm,

with misconduct decreasing by an average of 0.4 percentage points across the observed release thresholds.

The share of judges underperforming the more sophisticated algorithm is correspondingly higher than the

share underperforming the proprietary algorithm, increasing to 95% (SE: 6.0).

V Potential Mechanisms

This section provides more suggestive evidence on the behavior underlying the differences in judge per-

formance. We start by showing that the high- and low-skill judges use the observable information that is

available to both the judges and the algorithm in a remarkably similar way. We then compare the judges’ per-

formance to a predicted decision rule based on all of the observable information available to both the judges

and the algorithm, before examining the judges’ reactions to a highly salient but largely uninformative event

to understand one particular way that private information can result in inconsistency and noise.

10We follow Kleinberg et al. (2018) closely in constructing the gradient-boosted decision tree algorithm. The model is trained on
the sample of released defendants for whom we observe pretrial misconduct, using the same algorithmic inputs as the proprietary
algorithm. We rely on fivefold cross-validation to iterate over grids of values, and determine the optimal values of these parameters.
Broadly speaking, a decision tree algorithm such as ours partitions the data space using binary splits. For example, an initial split
might be based on the defendant’s age; the second could further split the two resulting subsamples by the number of prior arrests.
A gradient-boosted decision tree algorithm grows many such decision trees sequentially and then averages over the predictions of
each iteration to form a final prediction for each observation.
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V.A Use of Observable Information

One explanation for our results is that the high- and low-skill judges differ in their use of the observable

information available to both judges and the algorithm Xi. Table 2 shows that, on average, the high- and

low-skill judges are equally likely to override the algorithm, meaning that any performance differences from

using such observable information must be driven by which types of defendants the high- and low-skill

judges choose to override the algorithm for.

We begin by exploring the possibility that the high- and low-skill judges override the algorithm at dif-

ferent parts of the risk score distribution in Figure 7. Overrides at different parts of the risk score distribution

could explain our results if, for example, the high-skill judges only override the algorithm for particularly

“close calls” where the recommendation discontinuously changes from release to detain but the low-skill

judges override the algorithm throughout the risk score distribution. However, the data do not support this

idea. Figure 7 shows nearly identical release rates for high- and low-skill judges throughout the risk score

distribution. Both types of judges release most observably low-risk defendants, with release rates declining

monotonically with the risk score. Both types are also equally likely to make overrides for the cases near

the risk score threshold where the algorithmic recommendation changes from release to detain. Nothing in

these results suggests that the differences in judge performance are driven by overrides at different parts of

the risk score distribution.

We next explore the possibility that the high- and low-skill judges override the algorithm for observably

different types of defendants within risk scores. Releasing observably different defendants within risk scores

could explain our findings if, for example, the high-skill judges use additional information contained in the

observable characteristics to release only the low-risk defendants. We explore this possibility in Table 3 by

regressing an indicator for pretrial release on the full set of algorithmic inputs Xi and several demographic

characteristics separately for high- and low-skill judges. We also control for detailed risk score fixed effects

so that the coefficients reflect the additional weight that judges place on each characteristic relative to the

risk score. Column 1 reports these results for high-skill judges, column 2 reports these results for low-

skill judges, and column 3 reports the p-value from a test of equality of the coefficients between high- and

low-skill judges.

We find that the high- and low-skill judges use the observable information that is available to both the

judges and the algorithm in a remarkably similar way, even within these narrow risk score bins. While both

types of judges do place additional weight on certain characteristics, they generally do so in the same way.

For example, high- and low-skill judges are both about 2 percentage points more likely to release defendants

charged with a drug offense and about 4 percentage points less likely to release male defendants. Most

strikingly, they are both about 14 percentage points less likely to release defendants who are currently on

probation or parole. There are only two observable characteristics where there is a statistically significant

difference between high- and low-skill judges at the 10% level—about what we would expect by chance

since we examine 15 characteristics in total. The first is for traffic charges, where high-skill judges are 5.8

percentage points (SE: 0.9) more likely to release individuals charged with a traffic offense versus other

offenses compared to 8.1 percentage points (SE: 0.9) more likely for low-skill judges. The second is for

white defendants, where high-skill judges are 0.2 percentage points (SE: 0.6) less likely to release white
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individuals versus non-white individuals compared to 1.7 percentage points (SE: 0.7) more likely for low-

skill judges. We also see a similar pattern in Appendix Table A.6 for lenient and harsh overrides, with very

few statistically significant differences between the high- and low-skill judges.

The results from this section suggest that high- and low-skill judges use the observable information

available to both them and the algorithm in a similar way, both across and within narrow risk score bins.

Rather, these findings indicate that the high- and low-skill judges may instead differ in their use of the private

information that is not available to the algorithm. We next decompose the judges’ performance differences

into components that are and are not explained by the predictable use of the observable information to better

understand and interpret these findings.

V.B Use of Private Information

Another explanation for our results is that the high- and low-skill judges differ in their use of the private

information that is not available to the algorithm Vi, j. We provide two sets of results to support this expla-

nation and to better understand the potential importance (or lack thereof) of the judges’ use of observable

information Xi versus private information Vi, j.

We start by building a new algorithm that predicts the judges’ release decisions using all of the informa-

tion that is observable to both the judges and the original algorithm, following Kleinberg et al. (2018). We

predict the high- and low-skill judges’ release decisions separately using all of the observable information

in Xi, with these new predictions denoted by p̂J
i (a(Xi),Di,s,Xi). Their predicted release decisions are then

used to construct counterfactual decision rules for each judge, where we order defendants in terms of their

predicted probability of release and define judge-specific thresholds p̄( j) that yield each judge’s original re-

lease rate. The new decision rule based on the release predictions is given by p̂J
i ≥ p̄( j). Next, we estimate

the counterfactual misconduct under the predicted release decisions of each judge, Mp̄( j) = E[Y ∗
i |p̂J

i ≥ p̄( j)],

using the extrapolation approach described above, again separately for high- and low-skill judges. These

extrapolations allow us to construct the misconduct rate under the high- and low-skill predicted judge release

rule, Mp̄( j), holding fixed each judge j’s release rate. The results from this exercise tell us how the high-

and low-skill judges would have performed if they had simply followed their own release tendencies using

observable information (and/or private information correlated with this observable information set). We can

then use the difference between the judges’ actual performance and their predicted release decisions to shed

light on the importance of privation information, which presumably drives most of the deviations from the

predicted release tendencies.

Figure 8 presents the conditional misconduct rate under the high- and low-skill predicted judge release

rules. Each of the 62 judges in our sample is again represented by a green dot that shows the judge’s

conditional misconduct rate M̂ j against the judge’s release rate R̂ j for all cases, regression adjusted for

shift-by-time fixed effects. The solid red line shows the estimated conditional misconduct rate for high-skill

predicted release decisions, while the solid blue line shows the estimated conditional misconduct rate for

low-skill predicted release decisions. The dashed orange line shows the estimated conditional misconduct

rate for the algorithm at different release rates for comparison. The misconduct rate under high- and low-skill

predicted release rules is modestly higher than the misconduct rate under the original algorithm, suggesting
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that both types of judges make modest but predictable errors in their use of observable information that leads

to some underperformance compared to the algorithm. Most importantly, the predicted decision rules yield

nearly identical misconduct rates across the entire observed release distribution. These results again indicate

that the high- and low-skill judges use the observable information available to both them and the algorithm

in a very similar way, consistent with our findings above.

We can understand the role of private information by comparing the judges’ actual decisions to the

predicted decision rules as deviations are likely driven by some sort of private information. For example, a

judge could choose to deviate from predicted release tendencies based on valuable private information, such

as relevant mitigating evidence presented by defense counsel regarding a defendant’s ties to the community.

A judge could also choose to deviate due to noise, such as extraneous factors not related to the case at

hand like what has happened in a previous case or sympathetic characteristics of a defendant. Figure 8

shows that the high-skill judges consistently outperform their predicted judge release rule, suggesting that

they can productively use private information that is not available to the algorithm to improve the accuracy

of their decisions. By comparison, the low-skill judges underperform their predicted judge release rule,

suggesting that they are instead adding noise and inconsistency to their decisions when they attempt to use

such additional information.

Our second set of results uses the predicted release decisions described above to decompose judge

performance compared to the algorithm into two broad components. The first component captures perfor-

mance differences that are predicted by the observable characteristics Xi, such as the systematic over- or

underweighting of particular observable characteristics relative to the algorithmic risk score. The second

component instead captures performance differences that are not predicted by the observable characteristics

Xi, such as the use of private information that is not available to the algorithm Vi, j.11

Table 4 reports the results from the decomposition procedure. Column 1 reports results for all judges,

column 2 for high-skill judges, and column 3 for low-skill judges. The first row in each column reports the

average difference between the observed conditional misconduct rate for each judge and the counterfactual

misconduct rates under the algorithm at the same release rate. The second row reports the share of this differ-

ence due to predictable performance differences from, for example, the systematic over- or underweighting

of observable information. The third row reports the share of this difference due to non-predictable perfor-

mance differences from, for example, the use of private information that is observable to the judge but not

observable to the algorithm. We use a common set of predicted release decisions throughout given the simi-

larity between the predicted release decisions for the high- and low-skill judges. Standard errors come from a

bootstrap procedure where we first take random draws from the distributions of the estimated judge-specific

release rates and conditional misconduct rates and then recalculate the threshold-specific extrapolations and

statistics of interest.

We find that the judges make modest errors in their predictable use of information that leads to some

11We caution that the mapping from our decomposition procedure to our conceptual framework is only approximate since we
cannot fully disentangle performance differences due to observable information versus private information. The predictable compo-
nent from the decomposition procedure includes the systematic use of private information Vi, j that is correlated with the observable
information Xi, while the non-predictable component omits such systematic use of private information Vi, j that is correlated with
the observable information Xi. We nonetheless view the decomposition procedure as helpful in providing a general understanding
of why judge performance may differ from the algorithm.
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underperformance compared to the algorithm, consistent with the descriptive patterns described above. The

judges increase conditional misconduct rates by 2.4 percentage points (SE: 0.4) relative to the algorithm on

average, but only 0.4 percentage points (SE: 0.6) of this higher misconduct rate is explained by predictable

differences in the use of observable information or private information that is correlated with observable

information. The remaining 2.1 percentage points (SE: 0.5) is explained by the non-predictable and unpro-

ductive use of information. We see similar patterns when examining high- and low-skill judges separately.

High-skill judges decrease conditional misconduct rates by 1.5 percentage points (SE: 0.3) relative to the

algorithm on average, with 1.9 percentage points (SE: 0.6) explained by the non-predictable use of infor-

mation. Low-skill judges instead increase conditional misconduct rates by 3.5 percentage points (SE: 0.4)

relative to the algorithm on average, with 3.1 percentage points (SE: 0.7) explained by the non-predictable

use of information.

The results from this section confirm that high- and low-skill judges use the observable information

available to both them and the algorithm in a very similar way, suggesting that the key difference between

them may be how they use private information that is not available to the algorithm. We will next explore

one particular way that private information may add inconsistency and noise to release decisions.

V.C An Example of Unhelpful Private Information

Our final set of results examines the judges’ reactions to a highly salient but largely uninformative event to

better understand one particular way that private information can lead to inconsistency and noise. We focus

on hearings held just after a case where a different and completely unrelated defendant is arrested for a

homicide or violent first-degree felony while on pretrial release. These serious offenses consist primarily of

homicides, rapes and sexual assaults, aggravated assaults, and kidnappings. These are highly salient adverse

events for a bail judge but are arguably uninformative on misconduct risk given both the rarity of such events

and the fact that the judge assigned to the case is generally not the judge who initially released the defendant.

We estimate a judge’s reaction to this adverse event using the following event-study specification:

Di, j,t = ∑
k ̸=−1

βk1{K j,t = k}+U′
iω +W′

iγ +α j + εi, j,t , (9)

where Di, j,t is an indicator variable for pretrial release in an unrelated case i assigned to judge j in shift t

and K j,t is an indicator denoting the number of shifts since the adverse event, ranging from k =−5 to k = 5.

We assign cases in the same shift as the adverse event to the omitted shift and focus on shifts k = −4 to

k = 4, binning cases outside the focal shifts in k = −5 and k = 5. Ui is a vector of observable case and

defendant characteristics (including Xi and a subset of Vi, j), Wi is a vector of shift-by-time effects, and

α j are judge fixed effects. The coefficients of interest are βk, which measure the probability of release for

cases heard in the four shifts before and four shifts after the adverse event relative to the omitted shift at

k =−1. We estimate the event-study specification for a balanced panel of 60 judges, including 9 judges who

never experienced an adverse event (who are assigned to the omitted shift) and 51 judges who we observe

for at least four shifts before and after the first time they experience an adverse event. We focus our main

results on the first observed adverse event and include all bail hearings during our sample period (including
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bond modification hearings and hearings for defendants brought in for new bench warrants) so that we can

observe the entire sequence of each judge’s caseload. Standard errors are clustered at the judge level.12

Figure 9 plots our event-study estimates and corresponding 95% confidence intervals. We also report

average treatment effects, pooling the first four post-treatment shifts. We start with the full sample of cases

in Panel A, where we observe a sharp decline in pretrial release rates immediately after the adverse event.

The response is largest in the second shift after the event, with release rates returning to baseline levels by

the fourth shift after the event. The magnitude of the response is substantial, with a 5.4 percentage point (SE:

1.7) decrease in pretrial release rates over the first four shifts following the adverse event. Panel B shows

that these effects are driven by the low-skill judges, whose release rates decrease by 5.6 percentage points

(SE: 2.2) following the adverse event compared to a statistically insignificant increase of 0.2 percentage

points (SE: 2.2) for high-skill judges. These results are consistent with low-skill judges being more likely

to use private information in a way that leads to inconsistency and noise.

We also explore heterogeneity in the judges’ reactions to better understand this behavioral response.

Panel A of Appendix Figure A.14 presents results separately by defendant race, as non-white defendants are

particularly representative of those arrested for serious violent crimes while on pretrial release (Kahneman

and Tversky, 1972; Bordalo et al., 2016) and prior work documents substantial racial discrimination in bail

decisions (Arnold, Dobbie, and Yang, 2018; Arnold, Dobbie, and Hull, 2021). We find that non-white

defendants are 10.0 percentage points (SE: 2.3) less likely to be released after an adverse event compared

to a statistically insignificant decrease of 0.7 percentage points (SE: 2.4) for white defendants. Panel B of

Appendix Figure A.14 similarly shows that defendants currently on probation or parole are 9.4 percentage

points (SE: 3.8) less likely to be released after an adverse event compared to only 3.6 percentage points

(SE: 1.2) for defendants not on probation or parole. Recall that the judges substantially overweight this

characteristic relative to the risk score (Table 3). Taken together, these results suggest that the reactions

are concentrated among defendants who are either particularly representative of those arrested for serious

violent crimes (Kahneman and Tversky, 1972; Bordalo et al., 2016) or with observable characteristics that

are particularly overweighted by judges (Bordalo, Gennaioli, and Shleifer, 2015; Sunstein, 2022).

We view these patterns as overreactions to a highly salient but largely uninformative event rather than

to a rational updating of beliefs. Appendix Figure A.15 shows that the judges’ reactions are concentrated

among observably low-risk defendants who the algorithm recommends releasing such that judges increase

their probability of harsh overrides by 5.2 percentage points (SE: 1.8) after the adverse event. In addition,

Appendix Figure A.16 shows that conditional misconduct rates decrease by only a statistically insignificant

0.1 percentage points (SE: 2.5) following an adverse event despite the large decrease in release rates docu-

mented above. Both results, as well as the fact that judges’ release rates return to baseline levels relatively

12Our event-study specification relies on two identifying assumptions: (1) that there are no anticipation effects and (2) that the
outcomes of all adoption groups would have evolved in parallel in the absence of the adverse event, including for the early-treated,
late-treated, and never-treated groups. We show below that there are no anticipatory trends before the adverse event, consistent with
the first identifying assumption. We also show that our results are robust to restricting the control group to the never-treated judges,
following the approach developed by Cengiz et al. (2019) and Deshpande and Li (2019). This approach addresses the problems
that can arise with staggered treatment designs and heterogeneous treatment effects (e.g., Callaway and Sant’Anna 2021; Sun and
Abraham 2021) by relying on the set of never-treated judges as the control group. These results are available in Appendix Figure
A.13 and are very similar to our main event-study estimates, with some loss in precision due to the smaller control group for each
adverse event.
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soon after the adverse event, are inconsistent with most models of rational updating but consistent with a

behavioral response. For example, the judges in our setting may be particularly prone to the “availabil-

ity” heuristic described in Tversky and Kahneman (1974), where they overreact to recent and salient events

that are “top of mind” (Bordalo, Gennaioli, and Shleifer, 2013; Bordalo et al., 2016; Sunstein, 2022).13

Our findings are also consistent with assimilation effects whereby the judges, in particular the low-skill

judges, include information about the adverse salient event in their evaluation of subsequent cases (Bless

and Schwarz, 1998, 2010). In this case, the salient adverse event may cause the judges to view future

defendants as more risky than in the absence of the adverse news, resulting in harsher pretrial decisions.

VI Conclusion

This paper shows that there is substantial variation in the effects of human discretion over an algorithm in

the context of bail decisions. We estimate that 90% of the judges in our setting underperform the algorithm

on average when they make discretionary overrides, with most making decisions that are no better than ran-

dom. However, the remaining 10% outperform the algorithm and significantly decrease pretrial misconduct

compared to an algorithmic counterfactual. We find that our results are unlikely to be explained by the use of

observable information that is available to both the judges and the algorithm or by the judges having differ-

ent objective functions. Rather, these performance differences are most likely driven by how the judges use

the private information that is unavailable to the algorithm, with high-skill judges using such information to

improve the accuracy of their decisions and low-skill judges only adding inconsistency and noise when they

attempt to use such information.

Our findings suggest that there will not necessarily be a single correct policy on human oversight of

algorithms, as the impact of such policies depends on the ability of the human decision-makers in a particular

context. The quasi-experimental methods developed in this paper may also prove useful in measuring the

impact of human discretion over an algorithm in other high-stakes settings. Our approach is appropriate

whenever there is the quasi-random assignment of decision-makers and the objective of these decision-

makers is both known and well measured. Our test can therefore be used to explore the impact of human

discretion in other settings where algorithms are widely used, such as hiring, lending, and medical testing

decisions.
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Figure 1: Hypothetical Variation in Release Thresholds and Predictive Skill

A. Different Release Threshold, Equal Skill

B. Different Release Threshold, Different Skill

Notes. This figure plots release rates against misconduct rates among released defendants for a hypothetical judge, along with
counterfactual misconduct rates among released defendants for a hypothetical algorithm. Panel A varies the release threshold and
fixes predictive skill compared to the algorithmic counterfactual. Panel B varies both the release threshold and predictive skill
compared to the algorithmic counterfactual.
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Figure 2: Example Risk Assessment

Notes. This figure shows an example risk assessment report in our setting. We add red ovals around the risk assessment scores
and algorithmic recommendation. The example risk assessment report also includes the defendant’s arrest date, date of birth,
race, gender, description of the charges, and a description of the relevant risk factors entering the algorithmic risk scores and
recommendation.
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Figure 3: Pretrial Process

Notes. This figure shows the pretrial process from the arrest and booking of the defendant to his potential post-release outcomes.
See the text for additional details.
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Figure 4: Extrapolations of Release and Conditional Misconduct Rates

A. All Cases
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B. Algorithm Recommends Release
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Notes. This figure plots judge release rates against misconduct rates among released defendants at two algorithmic risk score
cutoffs. Each point represents the mean release and conditional misconduct rate for each judge, adjusted for shift-by-time fixed
effects. Panel A reports results for the full sample of cases, corresponding to algorithmic release rate of 100%. Panel B restricts the
sample to cases where the algorithm recommends release, corresponding to algorithmic release rate of 84.5%. Each panel also plots
local linear and linear curves of best fit, obtained from judge-level regressions that inverse-weight by the variance of the estimated
predicted misconduct rate among released defendants. The local linear regression uses a Gaussian kernel with a fixed bandwidth.
We report the estimated intercept and standard error at a cutoff-specific release rate of 100% under each extrapolation, which equals
the estimated average misconduct risk for the relevant sample of defendants. Standard errors are estimated by taking random draws
from the distributions of the estimated judge-specific release rates and conditional misconduct rates and then recalculating the
threshold-specific extrapolations.
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Figure 5: Conditional Misconduct Rates Relative to the Algorithm

 Higher Misc. than Algorithm = 89.9% (s.e. = 6.1%)
 Higher Misc. than Random = 69.2% (s.e. = 14.1%)
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Notes. This figure plots release rates against misconduct rates among released defendants for the 62 judges in our sample, along
with counterfactual misconduct rates among released defendants for algorithmic and random decisions. Conditional misconduct
rates under the algorithm are estimated using linear extrapolations of mean risk at different risk score cutoffs as illustrated in Figure
4. Conditional misconduct rates under the random release rule are estimated using linear extrapolations of mean risk for the full
sample as described in detail in the main text. All estimates adjust for shift-by-time fixed effects. The figure also reports the
fraction of judges with higher misconduct rates compared to the algorithmic and the random release rules, computed from these
estimates as posterior average effects. Standard errors are estimated by taking random draws from the distributions of the estimated
judge-specific release rates and conditional misconduct rates and then recalculating the statistics of interest.
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Figure 6: White vs. Non-White Release Disparities Relative to the Algorithm

 Higher Release Disparity than Algorithm = 66.9% (s.e. = 5.4 %)
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Notes. This figure plots release rates against release disparities between white and non-white defendants with identical mis-
conduct potential, along with counterfactual disparities for algorithmic and random decisions. All estimates are based on a linear
extrapolation of the race-specific misconduct rates and adjust for shift-by-time fixed effects. The figure also reports the fraction of
judges with higher release disparities compared to the algorithmic release rule, computed from these estimates as posterior average
effect. Standard errors are estimated by taking random draws from the distributions of the estimated judge-specific release rates
and conditional misconduct rates and then recalculating the statistics of interest.
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Figure 7: Pretrial Release Rates by Risk Score
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Notes. This figure plots algorithmic risk scores against pretrial release rates, along with a marker for the score at which the algo-
rithmic recommendation changes from release to detain. Each point represents one of the discrete risk scores and the corresponding
mean pretrial release rate for defendants assigned the risk score by judge skill.
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Figure 8: Predicted Release Decisions

 Higher Misc. than High-Skill Predictions = 86.7% (s.e. = 6.4%)
 Higher Misc. than Low-Skill Predictions = 83.6% (s.e. = 6.9%)
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Notes. This figure plots release rates against misconduct rates among released defendants, along with counterfactual misconduct
rates from the high- and low-skill judges’ predicted release decisions. We construct the predicted release decisions using the
same observable characteristics as the original algorithm. Conditional misconduct rates under the predicted release decisions are
estimated using linear extrapolations at different release cutoffs as described in the main text. All estimates adjust for shift-by-
time fixed effects. The figure also reports the fraction of judges with higher misconduct rates compared to the predicted release
decisions, computed from these estimates as posterior average effects. Standard errors are estimated by taking random draws from
the distributions of the estimated judge-specific release rates and conditional misconduct rates and then recalculating the statistics
of interest.
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Figure 9: Effect of Adverse Events on Pretrial Release

A. Full Sample
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Notes. This figure plots event-study estimates of hearing a case involving a defendant arrested for a serious violent felony while
on pretrial release. Panel A reports results for the full sample, and Panel B reports results separately for high-skilled and low-skilled
judges. The horizontal axis denotes time, in shifts, relative to the adverse event. The estimated effect is normalized to zero in the
shift before the adverse event. The shaded regions are 95% confidence intervals from standard errors clustered by judge. We also
report the average effect and standard error across the four post-event shifts and, when relevant, the p-value from a test of equality.
See the text for additional details on the sample and regression specification.
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

Recommend Detain Recommend Release
All Lenient Follow Harsh Follow

Cases Override Algorithm Override Algorithm
A. Pretrial Release (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Released Before Trial 0.83 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
Share ROR 0.10 0.02 — — 0.11
Share Non-Monetary 0.52 0.15 — — 0.56
Share Monetary Bail 0.37 0.82 — — 0.32
Share Remanded 0.01 0.01 — — 0.00

B. Algorithmic Inputs
Age at Current Arrest 34.59 33.02 33.04 35.50 34.80
Age at First Arrest 21.63 16.91 16.59 20.06 22.85
Prior Arrests 9.39 17.86 19.89 12.86 6.96
Prior Felonies 1.39 3.04 3.52 2.10 0.91
Prior Misdemeanors 2.38 4.70 5.26 3.26 1.73
Pending Charges 0.57 1.94 2.07 0.52 0.27
Property Charge 0.20 0.26 0.29 0.26 0.18
Drug Charge 0.28 0.47 0.40 0.27 0.24
Public Order Charge 0.45 0.50 0.57 0.53 0.43
Traffic Charge 0.14 0.28 0.17 0.06 0.14
Parole/Probation 0.27 0.46 0.65 0.52 0.18
Pretrial Release 0.32 0.91 0.89 0.33 0.20
Violent Charge 0.41 0.17 0.20 0.38 0.46

C. Demographics
Male 0.74 0.84 0.87 0.84 0.71
White 0.44 0.38 0.37 0.39 0.46

D. Pretrial Misconduct, When Released
Any Misconduct 0.16 0.29 — — 0.14

Share NCA Only 0.74 0.62 — — 0.76
Share FTA Only 0.17 0.21 — — 0.16
Share NCA and FTA 0.09 0.17 — — 0.08

Cases 37,855 3,142 2,721 3,784 28,208

Notes. This table reports descriptive statistics for our analysis sample. The sample consists of bail hearings assigned to judges
between October 16, 2016 and March 16th, 2020, as described in the text. Information on case and defendant characteristics and
pretrial outcomes is derived from court records as described in the text. Pretrial release is defined as ever being released before
case disposition. ROR (release on recognizance) is defined as being released without any conditions. FTA is defined as failing to
appear at a required court appearance. NCA is defined as a rearrest before case disposition. An indicator for a violent charge is not
included in the NCA predictive algorithm but is included under Panel B for completeness. Column 1 reports statistics for the full
sample of cases. Columns 2 and 3 restrict the sample to cases where the algorithm recommends detention. Columns 4 and 5 restrict
the sample to cases where the algorithm recommends release.
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Table 2: Characteristics of High-Skill Judges

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
Override Rate (0-100) -1.44 -1.25

(1.67) (1.73)
Above Median Experience 0.73 0.43

(11.93) (12.99)
Male -9.89 -1.29

(15.20) (16.53)
White 11.58 9.79

(19.23) (21.99)
Registered Republican 21.13 24.91

(14.60) (15.31)
Law Degree 17.98 10.77

(12.40) (15.03)
Former Prosecutor 2.98 -7.05

(20.54) (24.73)
Former Police Officer -24.62 -24.62

(11.75) (14.86)
White vs. Non-White Disparity (0-100) -16.40 -16.20

(6.76) (6.93)
R2 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.04 0.04 0.00 0.04 0.06 0.18
Judges 62 62 62 62 62 62 62 62 62 62

Notes. This table reports OLS estimates of regressions of an indicator for being a high-skill judge on judge characteristics. Information on the judge demographics is derived from
publicly available voter data and official publications. Judge skill, override rates, and white vs. non-white release disparities are estimated using the administrative court data as
described in the text. The white vs. non-white release disparities are empirical Bayes posteriors computed using a standard shrinkage procedure. Robust standard errors are reported
in parentheses. See the text for additional details.
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Table 3: Characteristics of Released Defendants

High-Skill Low-Skill
Judges Judges p-value

(1) (2) (3)
Age at Current Arrest 0.62 0.25 0.52

(0.51) (0.29)
Age at First Arrest -0.03 -0.16 0.28

(0.10) (0.05)
Prior Arrests -0.27 -0.13 0.26

(0.10) (0.07)
Prior Felonies 0.28 -0.15 0.21

(0.27) (0.21)
Prior Misdemeanors 0.10 -0.08 0.57

(0.28) (0.15)
Pending Charges -0.21 -1.72 0.16

(0.97) (0.48)
Property Charge -1.38 -0.83 0.78

(1.85) (0.67)
Drug Charge 2.13 2.33 0.86

(1.04) (0.47)
Public Order Charge -2.81 -3.99 0.28

(1.01) (0.41)
Traffic Charge 5.80 8.09 0.07

(0.88) (0.90)
Parole/Probation -13.06 -14.70 0.42

(1.83) (0.85)
Pretrial Release -1.45 1.28 0.16

(1.68) (0.94)
Violent Charge -1.70 -0.62 0.49

(1.20) (1.00)
Male -4.36 -4.19 0.86

(0.84) (0.42)
White -0.19 1.70 0.04

(0.63) (0.67)
Shift x Time FE Yes Yes
Risk Score FE Yes Yes
Cases 7,909 29,946

Notes. This table reports OLS estimates of regressions of an indicator for release on case and defendant characteristics with
shift-by-time and NCA risk score fixed effects. Column 1 reports results for high-skill judges with lower conditional misconduct
rates than the algorithm holding fixed release rates, column 2 reports results for low-skill judges with higher conditional misconduct
rates than the algorithm holding fixed release rates, and column 3 reports the p-value on the difference. Standard errors clustered
by judge are reported in parentheses.
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Table 4: Decomposing the Judges’ Performance

All High-Skill Low-Skill
Judges Judges Judges

(1) (2) (3)
Judge Misconduct vs. Algorithm 2.42 -1.54 3.47

(0.43) (0.28) (0.44)
Predictable Performance Differences 0.35 0.39 0.34

(0.56) (0.55) (0.61)
Non-Predictable Performance Differences 2.07 -1.93 3.13

(0.49) (0.62) (0.65)
Judges 62 19 43

Notes. This table reports estimates decomposing the impact of human discretion on conditional misconduct rates into the share
that is predictable based on observable inputs versus non-predictable based on observable inputs. Column 1 reports results for
all judges, column 2 for high-skill judges with lower conditional misconduct rates than the algorithm holding fixed release rates,
and column 3 reports results for low-skill judges with higher conditional misconduct rates than the algorithm holding fixed release
rates. The first row reports the average difference between the conditional misconduct rate for each judge and the counterfactual
misconduct rates under the algorithm at the same release rate, the second row reports the share of this performance difference that
is predictable from observable factors, and the third row reports the share of this performance difference that is not predictable
from observable factors. Conditional misconduct rates under the algorithm are estimated using linear extrapolations of mean risk
at different risk score cutoffs. All estimates adjust for shift-by-time fixed effects. Standard errors are estimated by taking random
draws from the distributions of the estimated judge-specific release rates and conditional misconduct rates and then recalculating
the threshold-specific ATE extrapolations and statistics of interest. See the text for additional details.
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Figure A.1: Uninformative Worst- and Best-Case Bounds

 Higher Misc. Worst-Case Bounds =  0.0% (s.e. = 0.2%) 

 Higher Misc. Best-Case Bounds = 98.0% (s.e. = 4.1%) 
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Notes. This figure plots the worst- and best-case bounds of the algorithmic counterfactual. The region between the constructed
worst- and best-case bounds of the algorithmic line is shaded in orange. We also include quasi-experimental estimates of the
algorithmic counterfactual for comparison. All estimates adjust for shift-by-time fixed effects. See the notes for Figure 5 for
additional details.
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Figure A.2: Pretrial Release Rates by Risk Score
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Notes. This figure plots algorithmic risk scores against pretrial release rates, along with a marker for the score at which the algo-
rithmic recommendation changes from release to detain. Each point represents one of the discrete risk scores and the corresponding
mean pretrial release rate for defendants assigned the risk score.
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Figure A.3: Persistence of Judge Performance

Slope = 0.64 (s.e. = 0.27)

R2 = 0.07
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Notes. This figure shows the relationship between current judge performance estimates on lagged judge performance posteriors.
Lagged judge performance is measured using the first half of cases that each judge sees in our sample period and current judge
performance is measured using the remaining second half of cases. We compute posteriors of lagged judge performance using a
conventional empirical Bayes “shrinkage” procedure and weight by estimates of the inverse variance of the current judge perfor-
mance estimates. The judge-level data are presented in 10 bins. The slope, standard error, and R2 reported are for a linear regression
fit on the underlying judge-level data. See the text for additional details.
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Figure A.4: Judge Performance by Defendant Subgroup

A1. White A2. Non-White

Slope = 2.40 (s.e. = 0.28)
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Slope = 2.30 (s.e. = 0.21)
R2 = 0.65
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B1. Age 25 or Younger B2. Age 26 or Older

Slope = 1.93 (s.e. = 0.30)

R2 = 0.29
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Slope = 2.56 (s.e. = 0.18)

R2 = 0.81
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C1. 12 or Fewer Years of Schooling C2. More than 12 Years of Schooling

Slope = 2.42 (s.e. = 0.16)
R2 = 0.81
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Slope = 2.36 (s.e. = 0.24)
R2 = 0.50
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D1. Felony Charge D2. Non-Felony Charge

Slope = 2.80 (s.e. = 0.24)
R2 = 0.63
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Slope = 2.12 (s.e. = 0.19)
R2 = 0.57
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Notes. This figure shows the relationship between subgroup-specific judge performance estimates on overall judge performance
posteriors. We compute posteriors of overall judge performance using a conventional empirical Bayes “shrinkage” procedure
and weight by estimates of the inverse variance of the subgroup-specific judge performance estimates. The judge-level data are
presented in 10 bins. The slope, standard error, and R2 reported are for a linear regression fit on the underlying judge-level data.
See the text for additional details.
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Figure A.5: Judge Performance by Misconduct Outcome

A. FTA
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B. NCA

Slope = 2.14 (s.e. = 0.14)

R2 = 0.79
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C. Violent NCA

Slope = 0.24 (s.e. = 0.08)

R2 = 0.10
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Notes. This figure shows the relationship between judge performance estimates for different misconduct outcomes on judge
performance posteriors for any misconduct. We compute posteriors of overall judge performance using a conventional empirical
Bayes “shrinkage” procedure and weight by estimates of the inverse variance of the misconduct-specific judge performance esti-
mates. The judge-level data are presented in 10 bins. The slope, standard error, and R2 reported are for a linear regression fit on the
underlying judge-level data. See the text for additional details.
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Figure A.6: Results with Local Linear Extrapolations of Conditional Misconduct Rates

 Higher Misc. than Algorithm = 97.6% (s.e. = 5.7%)
 Higher Misc. than Random = 91.8% (s.e. = 15.9%)
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Notes. The figure shows results when we construct counterfactual misconduct rates under the algorithm using local linear
extrapolations of mean risk. See the notes for Figure 5 for additional details.
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Figure A.7: Results Without Shift-by-Time Effects

 Higher Misc. than Algorithm = 97.4% (s.e. = 7.0%)
 Higher Misc. than Random = 41.0% (s.e. = 16.5%)
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Notes. This figure shows results when we omit shift-by-time effects. See the notes for Figure 5 for additional details.
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Figure A.8: Stepwise Connections of Discrete Risk Scores

 Higher Misc. than Algorithm, Upper Bound = 87.7% (s.e. = 6.4%) 
 Higher Misc. than Algorithm, Lower Bound = 92.0% (s.e. = 5.9%) 
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Notes. This figure shows the stepwise connections of the discrete risk scores. See the notes for Figure 5 for additional details.
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Figure A.9: Results with Extrapolations to the Most Lenient Judge

 Higher Misc. than Upper Bound = 87.2% (s.e. = 7.6%)

 Higher Misc. than Lower Bound = 90.0% (s.e. = 6.1%)
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Notes. This figure shows results when we construct counterfactual misconduct rates under the algorithm using extrapolations to
only the most lenient judge at each risk score cutoff and then calculate worst- and best-case bounds for the remaining fraction of
defendants. The region between the constructed worst- and best-case bounds of the algorithmic line is shaded in orange. We also
include quasi-experimental estimates of the algorithmic counterfactual for comparison. All estimates adjust for shift-by-time fixed
effects. See the notes for Figure 5 for additional details.
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Figure A.10: Results for Defendants Released Within Three Days

 Higher Misc. than Algorithm = 85.1% (s.e. = 6.5%)
 Higher Misc. than Random = 48.3% (s.e. = 15.9%)
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Notes. This figure shows results when we categorize defendants as released if they are released within the first three days of the
original bail hearing. The figure omits one outlier judge point. See the notes for Figure 5 for additional details.
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Figure A.11: Results for Non-Monetary Release

 Higher Misc. than Algorithm = 97.7% (s.e. = 4.7%)
 Higher Misc. than Random = 8.4% (s.e. = 11.8%)
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Notes. This figure shows results when we categorize defendants as released with no monetary conditions (including ROR and
non-monetary release) versus released with monetary conditions or not released. See the notes for Figure 5 for additional details.
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Figure A.12: Comparison to Machine Learning Algorithm

 Higher Misc. than Algorithm = 89.9% (s.e. = 6.1%)
 Higher Misc. than ML Decisions = 95.2% (s.e. = 6.0%)
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Notes. The figure shows results for a gradient-boosted decision trees algorithm constructed using the same observable character-
istics as the original algorithm. See the notes for Figure 5 for additional details.
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Figure A.13: Effect of Adverse Events with Never-Treated Judges as the Control Group

Post-Event = -4.4 p.p. (s.e. = 2.2 p.p.)
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Notes. This figure plots event-study estimates of hearing a case involving a defendant arrested for a serious violent felony while
on pretrial release, restricting the control group to never-treated judges. We first group the treated judges according to the date
when they first heard a case involving a defendant arrested for a serious violent felony while on pretrial. We then create a separate
dataset for each treated judge with only the never-treated judges as a control group. Finally, we stack all the datasets to compare
the outcomes of each cohort of treated judges to the outcomes of the never-treated judges. See footnote 12 for additional details.
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Figure A.14: Effect of Adverse Events on Pretrial Release by Defendant Race and Probation Status

A. By Defendant Race

Non-White, Post-Event = -10.0 p.p. (s.e. = 2.3 p.p.)
White, Post-Event = -0.7 p.p. (s.e. = 2.4 p.p.)
p-value = 0.007
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B. By Probation Status

On Probation, Post-Event = -9.4 p.p. (s.e. = 3.8 p.p.)
Not on Probation, Post-Event = -3.6 p.p. (s.e. = 1.2 p.p.)
p-value = 0.133
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Notes. This figure plots event-study estimates of hearing a case involving a defendant arrested for a serious violent felony while
on pretrial release by defendant race and probation status. See the notes of Figure 9 for additional details.
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Figure A.15: Effect of Adverse Events on Harsh Overrides

A. Full Sample B. By Judge Skill

Post-Event = 5.2 p.p. (s.e. = 1.8 p.p.)
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Low-Skill, Post-Event = 5.0 p.p. (s.e. = 2.4 p.p.)
High-Skill, Post-Event = 0.5 p.p. (s.e. = 3.0 p.p.)
p-value = 0.246
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C. By Defendant Race D. By Probation Status

Non-White, Post-Event = 10.6 p.p. (s.e. = 2.7 p.p.)
White, Post-Event = -0.2 p.p. (s.e. = 2.5 p.p.)
p-value = 0.003
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On Probation, Post-Event = 8.9 p.p. (s.e. = 5.4 p.p.)
Not on Probation, Post-Event = 4.5 p.p. (s.e. = 1.2 p.p.)
p-value = 0.417
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Notes. This figure plots event-study estimates of hearing a case involving a defendant arrested for a serious violent felony while on pretrial release on harsh overrides for observably
low-risk defendants. See the notes of Figure 9 for additional details.
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Figure A.16: Effect of Adverse Events on Conditional Misconduct

A. Overall Effect B. By Judge Skill

Post-Event = -0.1 p.p. (s.e. = 2.5 p.p.)
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Low-Skill, Post-Event = 1.9 p.p. (s.e. = 3.1 p.p.)
High-Skill, Post-Event = -2.6 p.p. (s.e. = 5.5 p.p.)
p-value = 0.488
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C. By Defendant Race D. By Probation Status

White, Post-Event = -1.5 p.p. (s.e. = 3.6 p.p.)
Non-White, Post-Event = 0.1 p.p. (s.e. = 3.5 p.p.)
p-value = 0.731
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On Probation, Post-Event = 1.2 p.p. (s.e. = 5.2 p.p.)
Not on Probation, Post-Event = -0.3 p.p. (s.e. = 2.4 p.p.)
p-value = 0.774
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Notes. This figure plots event-study estimates of hearing a case involving a defendant arrested for a serious violent felony while on pretrial release on conditional misconduct rates.
See the notes of Figure 9 for additional details.
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Table A.1: Algorithmic Release Recommendations

NCA Score = 1 NCA Score = 2 NCA Score = 3 NCA Score = 4 NCA Score = 5 NCA Score = 6
FTA Score = 1 Release Release Release Release + Phone Release + In Person Detention
FTA Score = 2 Release Release Release Release + Phone Release + In Person Detention
FTA Score = 3 Release Release Release + Phone Release + In Person Release + In Person Detention
FTA Score = 4 Release + Phone Release + Phone Release + In Person Release + In Person Release + In Person Detention
FTA Score = 5 Release + Phone Release + Phone Release + In Person Release + In Person Release + In Person Detention
FTA Score = 6 Release + Phone Release + Phone Release + In Person Release + In Person Release + In Person Detention

Notes. This table shows the automatic release recommendations generated by the FTA and NCA binned scores described in the text. Release recommendations
indicate release with no conditions, or ROR. Release and phone recommendations indicate release with the condition of making regular phone check-ins. Release
and in person recommendations indicate release with the condition of making regular in-person check-ins. Detention recommendations indicate detention with no
money bail option.
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Table A.2: Tests of Quasi-Random Judge Assignment

All Recommend Recommend
Defendants Release Detain

(1) (2) (3)
Age at Current Arrest 0.00000 0.00001 -0.00006

(0.00002) (0.00002) (0.00005)
Age at First Arrest -0.00001 -0.00002 -0.00003

(0.00002) (0.00002) (0.00012)
Prior Arrests 0.00001 0.00002 -0.00001

(0.00003) (0.00004) (0.00006)
Prior Felonies -0.00003 -0.00006 0.00017

(0.00008) (0.00009) (0.00021)
Prior Misdemeanors 0.00000 0.00000 0.00012

(0.00007) (0.00009) (0.00015)
Pending Charges -0.00007 0.00008 0.00009

(0.00021) (0.00034) (0.00031)
Property Charge 0.00049 0.00098 -0.00167

(0.00057) (0.00062) (0.00141)
Drug Charge 0.00024 0.00002 0.00133

(0.00034) (0.00031) (0.00104)
Public Order Charge -0.00068 -0.00048 -0.00092

(0.00042) (0.00042) (0.00088)
Traffic Charge 0.00041 0.00066 -0.00065

(0.00049) (0.00054) (0.00090)
Parole/Probation 0.00008 0.00024 -0.00026

(0.00035) (0.00031) (0.00110)
Pretrial Release 0.00055 0.00069 0.00039

(0.00092) (0.00106) (0.00134)
Violent Charge -0.00082 -0.00058 -0.00163

(0.00062) (0.00060) (0.00108)
Male -0.00027 -0.00002 -0.00136

(0.00047) (0.00046) (0.00123)
White -0.00005 -0.00012 0.00057

(0.00037) (0.00038) (0.00073)
Joint p-value [0.356] [0.328] [0.514]
Shift x Time FE Yes Yes Yes
Cases 37,855 31,992 5,795

Notes. This table reports OLS estimates of regressions of judge leniency on case and defendant characteristics. The regressions
are estimated on the sample described in Table 1. Judge leniency is estimated using data from other cases assigned to a given bail
judge. All regressions control for shift-by-time fixed effects. The p-values reported at the bottom of each column are from F-tests
of the joint significance of the variables listed in the rows. Robust standard errors, two-way clustered at the individual and the judge
level, are reported in parentheses. After accounting for the shift-by-time fixed effects, there are 68 singleton observations in the
recommend detain sample, which are automatically dropped in the regression in column 3.
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Table A.3: First Stage Effects of Judge Leniency

All Recommend Recommend
Defendants Release Detain

(1) (2) (3)
Leave-Out Judge Leniency 95.4 94.0 123.1

(6.3) (6.5) (25.2)
Shift x Time FE Yes Yes Yes
Mean Release Rate 82.8 88.2 53.6
Cases 37,855 31,992 5,795

Notes. This table reports OLS estimates of regressions of an indicator for pretrial release on judge leniency. The regressions
are estimated on the sample described in Table 1. Judge leniency is estimated using data from other cases assigned to a given bail
judge. All regressions control for shift-by-time fixed effects. Robust standard errors, two-way clustered at the individual and the
judge level, are reported in parentheses. After accounting for the shift-by-time fixed effects, there are 68 singleton observations in
the recommend detain sample, which are automatically dropped in the regression in column 3.
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Table A.4: Extrapolations of Conditional Misconduct Rates

Release Linear Local Linear
Rate Extrapolation Extrapolation
(1) (2) (3)

NCA Score ≤ 15 69.4 11.5 11.1
(0.7) (0.7)

NCA Score ≤ 16 74.9 12.7 12.0
(0.8) (0.8)

NCA Score ≤ 17 79.9 13.0 12.1
(0.8) (0.8)

NCA Score ≤ 18 84.5 13.8 12.8
(0.8) (0.9)

NCA Score ≤ 19 88.6 14.2 13.1
(0.8) (1.0)

NCA Score ≤ 20 92.1 14.2 13.1
(0.8) (1.0)

NCA Score ≤ 21 95.1 14.5 13.4
(0.9) (1.1)

NCA Score ≤ 22 97.1 14.6 13.5
(1.0) (1.2)

NCA Score ≤ 23 100.0 14.7 13.5
(1.0) (1.3)

Shift x Time FE Yes Yes
Judges 62 62

Notes. This table reports extrapolation-based estimates of the conditional misconduct rate at each risk score cutoff. Column
1 reports the fraction of defendants released at each risk score cutoff. Column 2 reports results based on a linear extrapolation.
Column 3 reports results based on a local linear extrapolation with a Gaussian kernel and a fixed bandwidth. All columns control
for shift-by-time fixed effects in the estimation of the judge-specific release rates and misconduct rates. Standard errors are obtained
through a bootstrapping procedure described in the text and appear in parentheses. See the text for additional details.
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Table A.5: Conditional Misconduct Rates Relative to the Algorithm and Judge Characteristics

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
Override Rate (0-100) 0.20 0.20

(0.12) (0.11)
Above Median Experience 1.08 0.15

(0.81) (0.77)
Male -1.05 -1.62

(0.96) (1.14)
White -0.32 -1.05

(1.21) (1.11)
Registered Republican 1.64 1.07

(0.92) (0.89)
Law Degree -0.99 -0.35

(0.86) (0.84)
Former Prosecutor -0.69 0.14

(0.92) (1.01)
Former Police Officer 2.54 2.37

(0.71) (0.93)
White vs. Non-White Disparity (0-100) -0.08 -0.20

(0.52) (0.43)
R2 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.00 0.07 0.03 0.00 0.15 0.00 0.30
Judges 62 62 62 62 62 62 62 62 62 62

Notes. This table reports OLS estimates of regressions of each judge’s conditional misconduct rate relative to the algorithm on judge characteristics. Information on the judge
demographics is derived from publicly available voter data and official publications. Judge performance, override rates, and white vs. non-white release disparities are estimated
using the administrative court data as described in the text. The white vs. non-white release disparities are empirical Bayes posteriors computed using a standard shrinkage procedure.
Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. See the text for additional details.
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Table A.6: Defendant Characteristic for Lenient and Harsh Overrides

Lenient Override Harsh Override
High-Skill Low-Skill High-Skill Low-Skill

Judges Judges p-value Judges Judges p-value
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Age at Current Arrest -1.49 -1.47 0.99 -0.32 -0.29 0.95
(2.72) (1.74) (0.49) (0.29)

Age at First Arrest -0.49 0.37 0.12 -0.01 0.18 0.07
(0.48) (0.29) (0.09) (0.05)

Prior Arrests -0.13 -0.08 0.88 0.32 0.15 0.21
(0.29) (0.15) (0.11) (0.08)

Prior Felonies 0.40 0.07 0.64 -0.03 0.16 0.62
(0.56) (0.44) (0.31) (0.20)

Prior Misdemeanors 0.48 -0.43 0.22 -0.35 0.02 0.33
(0.67) (0.31) (0.33) (0.17)

Pending Charges 0.42 -0.79 0.39 0.30 3.39 0.03
(1.18) (0.76) (1.26) (0.74)

Property Charge 1.02 0.80 0.97 1.44 0.77 0.67
(5.73) (2.46) (1.48) (0.57)

Drug Charge 9.90 3.13 0.22 -0.74 -2.04 0.21
(5.16) (1.93) (0.83) (0.63)

Public Order Charge -1.03 -5.69 0.47 2.91 3.63 0.43
(6.13) (1.77) (0.81) (0.41)

Traffic Charge 9.17 13.12 0.41 -2.88 -6.99 0.00
(4.00) (2.63) (1.16) (0.86)

Parole/Probation -19.50 -18.78 0.89 11.08 13.42 0.30
(5.07) (1.73) (2.06) (0.88)

Pretrial Release -9.25 1.46 0.13 0.86 -3.48 0.03
(5.93) (3.97) (1.76) (0.96)

Violent Charge -3.33 -1.28 0.74 2.23 0.46 0.22
(5.63) (2.59) (1.11) (0.94)

Male -7.47 -7.50 1.00 4.31 4.07 0.80
(5.44) (2.90) (0.85) (0.44)

White -3.52 2.35 0.14 -0.22 -1.40 0.17
(2.85) (2.79) (0.61) (0.61)

Shift x Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Risk Score FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Cases 1,244 4,619 6,665 25,327

Notes. This table reports OLS estimates of regressions of an indicator for a judge override on case and defendant characteristics
with shift-by-time and NCA risk score fixed effects. Columns 1 and 2 report results for lenient overrides, where the judge releases
observably high-risk defendants where the algorithm recommends detention. Columns 4 and 5 report results for harsh overrides,
where the judge detains observably low-risk defendants where the algorithm recommends release. Columns 1 and 4 report results
for high-skill judges, columns 2 and 5 report results for low-skill judges, and columns 3 and 6 report the p-value on the difference.
Standard errors clustered by judge are reported in parentheses.
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